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1. General Information 
 

1-1. General 
 
This manual provides information and instructions for installation, operation and maintenance.  For the 
details and further precautions, please read carefully each relevant section in this manual and the supporting 
documents provided by the manufacturer. 
 

1-2. Warranty 
 
For the quick solution, please report any damage immediately to the seller or the manufacturer with detail 
symptoms and through the following address. Please be sure that no warranty can be given in case of 
improper use contrary to the instruction in this manual or poor workmanship of user. 
 
 
Manufacturer 

 
It is essential for the safety and long-life of the Machine that the maintenance and repair works are 
performed by the manufacturers or by the authorized service person.  Only use the original spare parts or 
the equivalents authorized by the manufacturer.  Needless to say, it is the best that the user can service 
and maintain the Machine in accordance with the instructions of this manual and the supports provided by 
the manufacturer. 
 
The seller or the manufacturer warrants that the equipment is free from defects in material and workmanship 
at the time of delivery. The seller’s obligations under this warranty expire on the earlier to occur of twelve 
(12) months from start-up and commissioning, or eighteen (18) months after delivery of such equipment or 
twenty first (21) months after the manufacturer shipping. The seller does not agree under this warranty to 
bear the cost of repairs or replacements due to vandalism, abuse, misuse, normal wear and tear, or improper 
maintenance. For the extension of the warranty, the details can be made with separate contract. 
 

1-3. Spare Parts 
 
For the maintenance, the spare part below will be supplied together with the Machine as standard of the 
manufacturer’s.  When the Machine received, please check if there is a shortage. 
 
Vacuum Pump Oil (ULTRA VAC 100)  : 2 Liter 
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1-4. Safety Guards 
 
This guide explains precautions and prohibitions on the Machine.  Make sure to understand all of the items 
explained in this guide before operation. 
 
1-4-1. Important Notices 
 
1) Qualified Personnel 

 
Persons who are not qualified should not be allowed to handle the Absorption chiller. Non-compliance 
with the warnings contained in this document or appearing on the machine itself can result in severe 
personal injury or damage to property.  Only qualified personnel should be allowed to work on 
Absorption chiller. 
 
Qualified persons as referred to the safety guidelines in this document as well as on the Absorption 
chiller itself are defined as follows; 
 
� Operating personnel who have been trained to work with Absorption chiller and are conversant with 

the contents of the documents as far as it is connected with the actual operation of the plant. 
 
� Commissioning service personnel who are trained to repair such Absorption chiller and who are 

authorized to energize, enervate, clear, ground and tag circuits, equipment and systems in 
accordance with established safety practices. 

 
2) Danger Notices 

 
The safety notices and warnings for protection against loss of life (the users or service personnel) or for 
protection against damage to property are highlighted in this document by the terms and pictograms 
defined here.  The terms and pictograms used in this document and marked on the equipment itself 
have the following significance; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3) Principle Safety Objective 
 
(1) The principal safety objective is to remove the possibility of any hazard or risk to the health or safety 

of the machine operator or service personnel. 
 

(2) Extreme caution must be exercised while servicing or installing the machine. Do not manually 
actuate any safety switches, particularly with the guards removed, as this may cause unexpected 
machine response. 
 

WARNING 
Indicates that death, severe personal 
injection or substantial property damage 
can result if proper precautions are not 
taken. 

IMPORTANT 
If “IMPORTAMT” should appear in this 
document, draw attention to any particular 
information described. 

DANGER 
Indicates that death, severe personal or 
substantial property damage will result if
proper precautions are not taken. 

 

CAUTION 
Indicates that minor personal injury or  
property damage can result if proper 
precautions are not taken. 
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(3) The only safe policy when working or inspecting the machine is to follow the instructions in this 
manual. Wherever possible shut off all electrical power and follow the procedures outlined in this 
manual. 
 

(4) Accident prevention should become part of the standard working, operating and maintenance 
procedures, and training should be provided to ensure safety standards are understood. Part of the 
safety training should include the instructions detailed in this manual. 

(5) Certain processed polymer materials may give off harmful or irritation gases. This must be taken 
into account when designing the installation area and adequate provision should be included for 
removal of any gases. 
 

(6) If ancillary equipment is to be fitted ensure this is done in accordance with the relevant standards or 
EU Directives, and that all requirements for safety are fully met. 
 

(7) Always ensure servicing and maintenance tasks are carried out by suitable qualified personnel. 
The operator should understand the limits of their responsibility, and the training should reinforce 
the importance of not exceeding them. 
 

(8) The essential routine safety checks have an important function in ensuring the machine continues 
to run in a safe manner. These checks must be carried out in accordance with the instructions and 
at the recommended intervals. 
 

(9) If there are any questions or doubts regarding 
any aspect of machine safety or operation or     

maintenance, please contact the manufacturer or his sales representative shown on this manual. 
 

4) General Safety Rules 
 

GOOD PRACTICE 
 
(1) Ensure all personnel who work on the Absorption chillers are familiar with the safety features and 

have read and understood the contents of this manual. 
 

(2) Maintain a constant training program to ensure operator and service personnel keep a high level of 
safety awareness. 
 

(3) Initiate a planned maintenance program which must include the essential safety checks as detailed 
in this manual. 
 

(4) Reports any machine fault quickly, particularly those directly safety related such as loose guarding, 
exposed electrical wiring or circuits, etc. 
 

(5) In case of accident, or to stop the machine quickly in an emergency, turn off the factory electrical 
supply and the machine electrical isolator. 
 

(6) When changing consumable parts such as filter media, bulbs, fan belts, and etc., where directed, 
turn off the factory electrical supply and the machine electrical isolator. 
 

(7) After working on the machine reassemble all guards and complete the essential safety checks 
before operating. 
 

(8) Keep the machine and working area clear and clean at all times. Clear up any oil spillage’s so there 
is no possibility of personnel slipping. 

SW
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BAD PRACTICE 
 
(1) Do not remove any safety devices. This may cause a serious accident and may result in prosecution. 
 
(2) Do not clean, lubricate or service any parts on the machine while it is running unless it is specifically 

intended to be done. Follow the instructions in this manual. 
 
(3) Do not manually actuate any switches during serving or maintenance operations. This may cause 

unexpected machine movements. 
 
(4) Do not operate the machine unless you are sure that it is safe to do so, and that no danger exists to 

other personnel.  
 
(5) Do not place any materials such as tools or other equipment on and inside of the machine while it is 

running. 
 
(6) Do not leave the machine in an unsafe condition, or in a condition which will allow it to operate in 

an unsafe manner. 
 
(7) Do not allow unauthorized or untrained personnel to operate or maintenance or inspect the 

machine or to replace consumable parts. 
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1-4-2. Safety Features and Devices 
 
1) Safety Signs and Warnings 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
 

Fig. 1-1 Symbol of Safety and Warning 

SW
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2) Location of Safety Label 
 
(1) Machine Body 

 

Fig.1-2 Safety Sign on Machine Body 

SW
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(2)   Control Panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1-3. Safety Sign on Control Panel 
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3) Safety Devices & Program logic for Safe operation 
 

Function Working Condition 

Anti-Water 
Freezing 

Chilled water Low flow 
Chilled water is not circulated or chilled water  
flow decreases less than 50% of rated value 

Refrigerant pump Stop @ Low 
chilled water temperature 

Chilled water temperature decreases below the  
chilled water set point -1.5 ℃ (-2.7 ℉) 

Low temperature Cut out of 
 Chilled water 

Chilled water temperature decreases lower than 
3.0 ℃ (37 ℉)  

Low temperature Cut out of  
Refrigerant 

Refrigerant temperature decreases lower than 
1 ℃ (34 ℉) 

 Anti 
Crystallization 

& 
Generator 

High 
Temperature 

Cooling water Low flow 
Cooling water is not circulated or cooling water  
flow decreases less than 50% of rated value (Option) 

Burner control valve closes 

Cooling water inlet temperature is higher than  
32 ℃ (89.6 ℉) 

1st Generator solution temperature increases  
higher than 160 ℃ (320 ℉) 

High concentrated solution concentration  
increases higher than 64 % 

High Temperature Cut out of 
 Generator absorbent 

1st Generator solution temperature increases higher  
than 165 ℃ (329℉) 

High Generator pressure 1st Generator pressure increases higher than 0 bar. 

Low temperature Cut out of  
Cooling water Inlet 

Chiller is continuously operated over 30 minutes under 
low cooling water temperature less than 15 ℃ (59 ℉) 

Motor 
Protector 

Absorbent pump motor over-
load 
or high temperature 

Motor current is over each rated value or the motor  
coil temperature is higher than 150 ℃ (302 ℉) 

Refrigerant pump motor over-
load or high temperature 

Purge pump motor over-load  
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4) Safety device for Control Panel 
 

This safety device is designed to shut off the electrical Circuit when the panel door is opened 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE:    When the machine has been stopped by turning off Power on/off switch and opening panel       
door, follow the procedure below to restart the machine. 

 
(1) Close the panel door 
(2) Turn on the Power on/off switch 
(3) Start the machine 

 

 

 

(FRONT VIEW) 

Fig.1-4. Power on/off Switch on Control Panel 

Power on/off switch 

SW
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5) Electric Enclosure 

 
All electrical controls are enclosed in a separate cabinet and boxes complying with the IP (Ingress of 

Protection) requirements of EN60 529.  Access to the electrical equipment enclosed by the 

electromagnetic control cabinet is gained by opening the door interlocked with a supply disconnecting 

device and other live parts are located inside enclosures which can be accessed by the use of a key or 

tool that is required for skilled or instructed person to carry out operations.  This is to ensure that the 

electrical cabinet or boxes can only be accessed while the electrical supply has been disconnected. 
 

6) Operating the Machine 

 

GENERAL 

(1) Read and fully understand all aspects of the safety systems employed on the machine. Do not 

attempt to short cut any of the safety procedures or instructions. 

(2) Ensure you are fully aware of all operating functions, particularly with the machine setting 

parameters. 

(3) Maintain the machine in a clean condition. Do not leave tools or other equipment on / in the 

machine while it is in operation. 

(4) Do not stand food or drinks on the machine while in operation. 

(5) Do not access inside of the machine during operation. 

(6) Do not touch the surface of hot water box and generator section. 

(7) Regularly inspect the machine for loosened fixings, guards and other assemblies. Report any 

machine fault immediately. 

(8) Regularly check the tightness of access door handle during normal operation. 

(9) Do not turn on motor switch on while maintenance or replacing any parts. 

 

7) Essential Safety Checks (ESC’s) 

 

The essential safety checks are the most important part of the operator’s responsibility. The purpose of 

the ESC’s is to ensure the safety features of the machine are functioning properly, and thus the machine 

is in a safe condition for use. 

 

In addition to the operator it is recommended that regular additional ESC’s are carried out by the 

responsible person and that a record is maintained. 

 

If any of the ESC’s is in the “fail” condition, do not operate the machine, immediately notify the 

responsible person within the company and contact the manufacturer as soon as possible. 
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1-5. Daily Inspection Prior to Machine Operation 
 

The structure, functions and safety devices of the Machine must be thoroughly understood prior to machine 

operation, maintenance and handling.  These instructions are in regards to safe operation and its device. 

 

Confirm following points. And, correct them if the abnormal condition is found. 

 

1) Whether Abnormal noise occurs or not, when absorbent pump or refrigerant pump runs. 

2) Whether Cooling water temperature is properly controlled or not. 

3) Whether Chilled water and cooling water flow or not. 

 

 

1-6. Training 
 

Contact the manufacturer specified on cover page for information on training courses to aid you in becoming 

familiar with this equipment / system. 

 

 

1-7. Dealing and Disposal of Non-Environmental Mate rials 
 

The user or service personnel should treat following non-environmental materials with special care and 

handle them based on local regulations. 

 
1-7-1. Absorbent Solution 
 

In order to prevent corrosion inside of the Machine, Absorption chiller uses Lithium Molybdate (Li2MoO4) as 

its corrosion inhibitor.  This material is not so critical to the health, but should be treated with special care 

when they are analyzed, added and disposed. 

� Do not drink and smell the solutions. 

� Avoid any physical contacts with the body and cloths of users. 

� Do not mix them with others such as water, and etc. 

� Treat them under sufficient ventilation. 

� After treatment, please wash hands of the users. 

� Keep the solutions in clean and ventilated area after stored in sealed containers. 

 

If there is any physical contact, please do following fist-aid treatment and then discuss with your doctor in 

order to prevent further troubles. 

� Take off the cloths or shoes or other polluted sections immediately. 

� Rinse skin or eyes or other polluted sections with soap or the equivalent and sufficient clean water.   

And, confirm there is no remainder of solution. 

� In case of drinking of solutions, immediately call a doctor. 

 

In case of disposal of solutions, please follow the relevant local regulations not to affect environmental 

conditions. 

SW
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1-7-2. Mercury in Manometer 
 

When the mercury manometer is mounted on the machin e. 

(Not supply) 

 

The inside vacuum condition of the Machine is measured with the 

mercury manometer.  So, please pay attention not to break the 

manometer where is located on purge unit, and not to spill the 

mercury from the manometer. 

 

 

If it is necessary to replace the manometer, please follow local 

regulation for the disposal of mercury. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1-7-3. Lubricant Oil in Vacuum Pump 
 

For the lubrication of vacuum pump, ISO viscosity grade 56, 68 grade lubricant oil is used.  When the oil is 

need to be replaced or disposed, please follow local regulation for the disposal of the used oil not to affect 

environmental conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1-5. Manometer 

Fig.1-6 Purge Pump 
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1-8. Important to User 
 
1) Be sure not to leak the air into the Absorption Machine at any cases. 

(Be sure that the manual purge valves and the service valves are fully closed.) 
 
2) Do not turn off the main supply power to the Absorption Machine during the purging work. 

If it is turned off the breaker, purge unit of the Absorption Machine does not work. 
 
3) Operate the chilled water pumps and the air handling units during diluted cycle operation of the 

Absorption Machine.  The Absorption Machine has a few cooling capacity during diluted cycle 
operation. 

 
4) Do not apply mugger-test on the controller circuit of micro-processor. 
 
5) Control the start and stop operation of auxiliary equipment based on the following interlock circuit which 

protect the chilled water from being frozen and provide the chilled water pumps and the cooling water 
pumps with automatic operation. If the interlock is not made, the Absorption Machine may be damaged. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chilled Water Pumps  

Cooling Towers  

Absorption Machines  

Cooling Water Pumps  

Air Handling Units  

Absorption Machines  

Cooling Towers  

Chilled Water Pumps  

Cooling Water Pumps  

Air Handling Units  

< STOP Procedure >  < START Procedure >  

SW
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2. Absorption System 
 

2-1. The Principle of Absorption Machine 
 
2-1-1. How to be chilled with heating? 
 
The cooling means keeping the room temperature lower than outside temperature.  As shown Fig. 2-1, 
operate to carry the heat from the room with a lower temperature (28°C / 83°F) to the open air with a higher 
temperature is required.  But, in the nature, the heat can not move from a low temperature side to a high 
temperature side.  So, to transmit the heat as opposed to this law (principle), some way (apparatus) is 
needed.  That is, a heat pump (Chiller) is used to pump out the heat from a low temperature as if a water 
pump is used to pump out the water from a deep well. 

 
 
 

The typical Chiller using an electric as an operation power source and a compressor as a conveyer to carry 
the heat as seen in Fig. 2-2 is an electric Centrifugal Chiller (Turbo Chiller) and the typical chiller using heat 
energy is an Absorption Machine.  Chilled water is made by using the latent heat released by a liquid as it 
evaporates.  We can find this principle through our experience in a daily life.  For example, when having an 
injection, after applying an alcohol for disinfection on the arm, we feel the arm cooled.  Because, the alcohol 
is heated by body’s temperature, took the heat from the arm when it evaporates.  And another example is 
that we feel cool when we sweat in a hot day or by taking exercise because the sweet is evaporated from the 
body and it takes the heat from the body.  Also, a chiller uses the latent heat of evaporation.  But in a 
chiller, it is necessary to return the vaporized liquid to the liquid.  For this purpose, the compressor is used 
in an electric Centrifugal Chiller (Turbo Chiller) and the absorbent is used in an Absorption Machine.  The 
absorbent decreases the absorbent power when it is diluted by absorbing the vaporized liquid.  So, the 
heating and concentrating process of the absorbent is required to recover the absorbent power.  As a heat 
source, the natural gas, steam or heat water is used. 

 

Fig. 2-1. Heat Flow 

Fig. 2-2 Heat Flow at Cooling Cycle 

SW
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2-1-2. The principle of Absorption 

 
The heat transfer tubes are installed in a closed vessel and a dry silica-gel (Silica-gel is high quality 
absorbent material) is inserted into it as shown on Fig. 2-3.  The air is taken out from the vessel 
and the vessel is vacuumed to pressure of approx. 6.5mmHg (1/4inchHg).  Drops of water are 
allowed to fall on the heat transfer tubes (Evaporator).  The water in the vacuum vessel evaporates 
at 5°C (41°F).  The water takes an evaporation heat from the chilled water flowing in the heat 
transfer tubes when it is vaporized. Such the water is called a refrigerant and the refrigerant vapor is 
absorbed immediately to a silica-gel. And, a vacuum is kept inside the vessel. The water is chilled in 
the heat transfer tubes because the heat equivalent to the evaporation heat is taken.  But, when 
the silica-gel reaches the limit of absorbent, it is impossible to keep a vacuum in the vessel and 
chilled water can not be obtained. 

 
 
 
 
Therefore, it is necessary to replace this silica-gel in the vessel with new one so that the vessel is 
always vacuumed and be permitted to get chilled water continuously.  For this purpose, instead of 
this solid absorbent, a silica-gel, a liquid absorbent, Lithium Bromide (LiBr) solution is used (Such 
liquid is called an absorbent).  This case is shown on Fig. 2-4. 
 

 

Fig. 2-3.  Absorption Action of Silica gel 

Fig. 2-4 Absorption Action of LiBr 

SOURCE 
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Drops of the LiBr solution are allowed to fall (Absorber) inside the vessel.  The LiBr solution 

absorbs the refrigerant vapor.  But, when the absorbent once absorbs the refrigerant vapor, it is 
diluted and the ability to absorb the refrigerant vapor is decreased.  As a result, the chilled water 
can be obtained no more.  This means that the concentrated solution must be fed in continuously.  
So, the diluted solution is heated by driving heat source (natural gas, steam or hot water: generator).  
The heat causes the solution to release the absorbed refrigerant and also re-concentrates the 
solution. 
 
The refrigerant vapor which is released from the solution when the solution is heated is cooled in a 
separate vessel (Condenser) to become liquid refrigerant.  Drops of this water are again 
introduced into the vacuum vessel (Evaporator) and recycled.  This is shown Fig. 2-5. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2-5 Refrigerant Generation of LiBr solution 

SOURCE 
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2-1-3.  Basic Cycle of Single Effect Type 
 
As shown on Fig. 2-6, this is the basic operational cycle of the single effect type Absorption 
Machine.  Part � shows a Generator, part � shows a Condenser, part � shows an Evaporator 
and part � shows an Absorber. 
 
Cooling water flows through an Absorber and a Condenser.  The cooling water flowing in the 
Condenser cools the refrigerant vapor coming from the Generator so that the refrigerant vapor 
comes back into refrigerant.  The cooling water in the Absorber absorbs the heat generated when 
the refrigerant vapor is absorbed by the absorbent. 
 
The Generator � heats the diluted solution with the driving heat source.  The diluted solution 
releases the refrigerant vapor and becomes the concentrated solution. 
 
At the Condenser �, the refrigerant vapor which come from the Generator is condensed with 
cooling water. 
 
The condensed refrigerant drops on the heat transfer tubes of Evaporator �.  Drops of the 
refrigerant evaporate on the tubes.  The water flowing through the heat transfer tubes of 
evaporator is cooled by the latent heat of vaporized refrigerant. 
 
The refrigerant vapor is absorbed into the absorbent returning from the Generator and sprayed on 
the heat transfer tubes �.  The absorbent diluted by refrigerant vapor goes to the Generator. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-6.  Basic Cycle of Single Effect Type 

SOURCE 
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2-1-4. Basic Cycle of Double Effect  Type 
 
In case of the Single Effect Type Absorption Machine, all condensation heat when the refrigerant 
vapor coming from Generator is cooled and condensed at the Condenser, is released in the cooling 
water. 
 
The Double Effect Type Absorption Machine is used the condensation heat efficiency.  The 
Generator section is divided into a High Temperature Generator and a Low Temperature Generator.  
The refrigerant vapor produced by the High Temperature generator is used to heat the LiBr solution 

in the Low Temperature Generator in which the pressure (hence the boiling point) is lower. 
 
As mentioned in the Single Effect Type Machine, the refrigerant vapor produced by the Low 
Temperature Generator is sent to the Condenser to become liquid refrigerant.  On the other hand, 
the refrigerant vapor produced by the High Temperature Generator turns to water as it released 
heat to the intermediate LiBr solution.  This occurs inside the heat transfer tubes in the Low 

Temperature Generator.  The refrigerant vapor produced by both Low and High temperature 
Generator turn to liquid refrigerant and mixed in the Condenser before returning to the Evaporator. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-7.  Basic Cycle of Double Effect Type 

SOURCE 

SW
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2-1-5. Cooling Water 

 
Cooling water flows through an Absorber, Aux. Absorber and Condenser.  The cooling water takes 
the heat which the LiBr solution absorbs the refrigerant vapor at Absorber.  This means the 

absorbent is cooled by cooling water.  The refrigerant vapor coming from the 1st Generator and 
Aux. Generator is cooled by cooling water. 
 

1)  The lower temperature of cooling water.  
The absorption power of LiBr solution is strong at the lower temperature of the cooling water.  

When the temperature of cooling water in the Condenser is low, condensed temperature of 
refrigerant downs. Therefore condensed pressure becomes low.  As the boiling temperature 
(Generator temperature) of the LiBr solution downs when the condensed pressure is low, calorific 

value of driving heat source can decrease.  This means the energy saving. 
 

2)  It is not acceptable that the temperature of coolin g water is too low.  
As shown Fig. 2-7 a few LiBr dissolves with water at low temperature.  That is, the LiBr solution of 

high concentration becomes crystallization under the lower temperature.  For example, it is 
crystallized with concentration of 65% at the temperature lower than 42°C (108°F), with 
concentration of 60% at the temperature lower than 17°C (63°F). 
 

3)  The Machine has some problems when cooling water te mperature becomes too high.  
When the temperature of the cooling water becomes high, the absorption power of the LiBr solution 

decreases.  The Machine cannot get the normal chilled water temperature and wastes much fuel.  
Therefore, to prevent this, the maintenance for cooling water system (equipment and control) and 
water treatment are required. 
 

4)  Water treatment of cooling water.  
The water treatment of cooling water is an important factor for the Machine.  If the water quality is 
not good, the scale adheres to the inside of the heat transfer tubes, resulting in the decrease of the 
heat transfer effect and the excessive fuel consumption.  As the heat transfer tubes may become 
corroded, it is required to fully take care of the water treatment. 
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2-1-6. Vacuum 
 

The earth we live is pressed by the weight of air layer of thickness of approx. 10km which is surrounding 
the earth and this pressure is called the atmospheric pressure. 

 
When the pressure is lower than this atmospheric pressure, it is called the vacuum.  When explaining 
the vacuum for the Absorption Machine, it is required to know the relation between the pressure and the 
evaporation temperature of the water.  It is experienced in a daily life that the water is boiled 
(evaporated) at 100°C (212°F) in the atmospheric pressure.  When the pressure is higher than the 
atmospheric pressure, it is boiled at the temperature higher 100°C (212°F) while when the pressure is 
lower(vacuum), it is boiled at the temperature lower than 100°C (212°F).  Table 2-1 shows the relation 
between the pressure and the evaporation temperature. 

 
 

Table 2-1 The Relation between the Pressure and the Evaporation Temperature 

 
Gauge 

Pressure 
(kg/cm2G) 

Absolute 
Pressure 
(kg/cm2G) 

Temp. 
(°C) 

Remarks 

Atmospheric 
Pressure 

10 
8 
5 
1 

   0.5 

11 
9 
6 
2 

       1.5 

183.2 
174.5 
158.1 
119.6 
110.8 

 
 
 
 

1 atm.  760mmHg    100 Atmospheric Pressure 

Vacuum  

650.0 
    525.9 

167.6 
 

92.5 
61.0 
31.8 
29.4 

 
9.2 

      6.54 
       5.68 

95.5 
   90.0 

62.6 
 

   50.0 
41.5     
30.0 
28.6  

    
10.0 

    5.0      
3.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Pressure in the condenser 
 
 
 
Pressure in the evaporator 

 
The pressure higher than the atmospheric pressure can be experienced with a boiler. When we climb a 
mountain, we can experience that the pressure becomes low.  On high mountains, as the air layer becomes 
weak by its height, the pressure becomes low.  For this reason, the water boils at 89°C at the summit of 
2,750m mountain and rice of a canteen cannot be well boiled.  Like this, the lower the pressure, that is, the 
closer the atmospheric to the vacuum, the lower the temperature at which the water is evaporated.  
Therefore, the inside of the absorption machine should be always kept in high vacuum. Since a refrigerant is 
evaporated at 5°C to get the chilled water of 7°C by an Absorption Machine, it is required to keep a high-
vacuum condition with pressure of 6.54mmHg in the Evaporator. 
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2-1-7. Lithium Bromide (LiBr: Absorbent) 
 

Lithium Bromide (LiBr) is a chemical made from lithium obtained from lithium ore and bromide obtained 

from the sea water. This chemical is not familiar to us.  But we can guess easily that the lithium 
bromide and the sodium chloride has the similar characteristics because they are of the same element, 
that is, lithium(Li) and sodium(Na) are alkali while bromine(Br) and chlorine(Cl) are halogen. If it is said 

that the sodium  chloride is salt, you will feel the lithium bromide more familiar. It is well known that 
when salt is left in a high-humidity atmosphere, it becomes sticky. This is because it absorbs moisture in 
the atmosphere.  The lithium bromide has the same characteristics and its absorption power is stronger 
than that of salt. The higher its concentration and the lower its temperature of liquid, the stronger the 
absorption power. 

 
Chemical Formula : LiBr 

Molecular Weight : 86.856  
Component  : Li = 7.99%    /     Br = 92.01% 

Specific Gravity : 3.464 at 25°C (77°F) 
Melting Point  : 549°C (1,020.2 °F) 
Boiling Point  : 1,265°C (2,309°F) 

 
Fig. 2-8 Shows the Lithium Bromide (LiBr) Equilibrium Diagram 
Fig. 2-9 Shows the Lithium Bromide (LiBr) Concentration Diagram 
Fig. 2-10 Shows the Lithium Bromide (LiBr) DURING Diagram 

     This chart is convenient to show the condition of the cooling cycle of Lithium Bromide solution. 
Fig. 2-11 Shows the Lithium Bromide (LiBr) Enthalpy Diagram 

 
2-1-8. Inhibitor 
 

Lithium Bromide (LiBr) has a corrosive action to metals under existing oxygen.  But, as the 
Absorption Machine is a vacuum vessel, almost no oxygen is in a vessel. However, to make 
complete, corrosion inhibitor is added in the absorbent and alkalinity is adjusted. So, attention 
should be taken to handle the absorbent and it is necessary to keep the amount of inhibitor by 
performing the chemical analysis for the absorbent. 
 

2-1-9. Refrigerant 
 

Absorption chiller uses distilled water as its refrigerant. 
 

2-1-10. Octal Alcohol 
 

In order to increase absorption effect of absorbent solution, octal alcohol is added into the 
Absorption Machine. 
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Fig. 2-8. LiBr Equilibrium Diagram 
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 Fig. 2-9. LiBr Concentration Diagram 
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Fig. 2-10. LiBr DURING Diagram 
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Fig. 2-11. LiBr Enthalpy Diagram 
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2-1-11.  Standard Cooling Cycle of DW Series 

 

 

 Fig. 2-12. Basic cooling cycle of the DW Series 
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The chilled water is passed through the evaporator tube bundle and is cooled by the evaporation of 

refrigerant transfered over the outer surface of the tubes by the re-circulating refrigerant pump. The 
refrigerant vapors are drawn into the absorber section and are absorbed by the LiBr-water solution sprayed 
over the absorber tubes. The heat picked up from the chilled water is transferred from the absorbed vapor to 
the cooling water flowing through the absorber tubes.  
The solution in the absorber becomes diluted as it absorbs water and loses its ability to continue the 

absorption process. It is then transferred by the solution pump to the high temp. generator to be 
concentrated. All of the weak solution goes to the high temp. generator where it is heated by high 
temperature exhaust gas from micro-turbine. This boils out its absorbed refrigerant. This vapor passes to the 
low temp. generator tubes. Concentrated solution in the high temp. generator passes to the shell side of low 
temp. generator. In the shell side of the low temp. generator, the strong solution is heated by the high 
temperature refrigerant vapor from the high temp. generator. This boils out its absorbed water.  
The refrigerant vapor is boiled from the low temp. generator solution passes into condenser section 

condenses on tubes containing cooling water inside. This is the same cooling water which had just flowed 
through the absorber tubes. On the tube side of the low temp. generator, the condensed refrigerant passes 
into the condenser, where it is cooled to the condenser temperature. The combined condensed refrigerant 
from the two generators now flows back to the evaporator to begin a new refrigerant cycle.  
 
The strong solution, which is concentrated twice in passing two generators, flows back to the absorber 

spray headers to begin a new solution cycle. On the way, it passes through solution heat exchangers where 
heat is transferred from the hot, strong solution to the cooler, weak solution being pumped from absorber to 
high temp. generator. This heat transfer improves solution cycle efficiency by preheating the relatively cool, 
weak solution before it enters the high temp. generator and pre-cooling the hotter, strong solution before it 
enters the absorber. 
The weak solution flowing to the high temp. generator is controlled by variable frequency drive driven 
solution pump. The controller calculates VFD speed to maintain optimum solution flow to the high–stage 
generator at all operating conditions for maximum efficiency. 

 
Point 1. Point 1 is the same as Point 11. And it represents the strong solution in the absorber, as it 

begins to absorb water vapor after being sprayed on tubes from the trays. This condition is 
internal and can’ t be measured. 

Point 2. Represents the diluted (weak) solution after it leaves the absorber and before it enters the low 
temperature heat exchanger. This includes its flow through the solution pump. This point can be 
measured with a solution sample from the pump discharge. 

Point 3. Represents the weak solution leaving the low temperature heat exchanger. It is at the same 
concentration as Point 2 but at a higher temperature after gaining heat from the strong solution. 
This temperature can be measured. 

Point 4. Represents the weak solution leaving the high temperature heat exchanger and entering the 
high temp. generator. It is at the same concentration as Point 2 and Point 3, but at a higher 
temperature after gaining heat from the intermediate solution. This temperature can be 
measured. 

Point 5. Represents the weak solution in the high temp. generator after being preheated to the boiling 
temperature. The solution will boil at temperatures and concentrations corresponding to a 
saturated temperature established by the vapor condensing temperature in the low temp. 
generator tubes. This condition is internal and cannot be measured. 

Point 6. Represents the intermediate solution leaving the high temp. generator and entering the high 
temperature heat exchanger after being re-concentrated by boiling out refrigerant. It can be 

Fig.2-12 Basic cooling cycle of the DW Series 
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plotted approximately by measuring the temperatures of the leaving intermediate solution and 
the condensed vapor leaving the low temp. generator tubes (saturation temperature). 

Point 7. Represents the intermediate solution from the high temperature heat exchanger as it flows into 
the low temp. generator. It is the same concentration as Point 6 but at a cooler temperature after 
giving up heat to the weak solution. 

Point 8. Represents the intermediate solution in the low temp. generator. The solution will boil at 
temperatures and re-concentrations corresponding to saturation temperature in condenser. This 
condition is internal and cannot be measured. 

Point 9. Represents the strong solution leaving the low temp. generator and entering the low temperature 
heat exchanger. It can be plotted approximately by measuring the temperatures of the leaving 
strong solution. 

Point 10. Represents the strong solution leaving the low temperature heat exchanger. It is same 
concentration as Point 9 but cooler temperature after giving up heat to the weak solution. The 
temperature can be measured. 

Point 11. Represents the strong solution entering the absorber distributors and the spray trays. This 
condition is internal and the temperature can’ t be measured. After leaving the distributors, the 
solution is somewhat cooled and a little concentrated as it flashes to the lower pressure of the 
absorber. 

 

POINT 

SOLUTION VAPOR SOLUTION 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE CONCENTRATION 

°C mm Hg % 
2 37.9 6.6 57.8 
3 69.8 - 57.8 
4 128.0 - 57.8  
5 128.0 690.9  57.8  
6 154.5 690.9 60.9  
7 93.8 - 60.9 
8 93.8 52.8 60.9 
9 93.0 52.8 63.8 

10 54.2 - 63.8 
11 54.2 5.8 63.8 

 
Table 2-2. Cooling Cycle Data 

 
 
2-1-11.  Standard Heating Cycle of DW Series 

 
  Heating 60 ℃℃℃℃ CYCLE 
 Heating cycle has a different vapor flow, does not  have absorbing process. Refrigerant vapor that 
produces from high temp. generator is directly send to evaporator and then condensed on the evaporator 
tube. The heat is transferred to hot water which flows in the evaporator tubes. Condensed refrigerant 
overflows to absorber from evaporator, is mixed with concentrated solution, and then it becomes weak 
solution. This weak solution returns to high temp. generator by solution pump to repeat for producing 
refrigerant vapor. 
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2-2. The Description of Cooling Cycle [Cooling Mode ] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2-13. Cooling cycle of the DW series Absorption Chiller 
 

The double-effect, Direct fired absorption machine consists of an evaporator, absorber, condenser, high-
temperature and low-temperature generator, solution heat exchangers, refrigerant and solution pumps , 
purge system, controls and accessories. During the cooling mode, the machine operates at the condition that 
under vacuum, water boils at a low temperature. Under typical operating conditions, this occurs at 
approximately 4.4℃(40℉), thereby cooling the chilled water that circulates through the evaporator tubes. A 
refrigerant pump is used to transfer the refrigerant (water) over the evaporator tubes to improve heat transfer. 
 
To make the cooling process continuous, the refrigerant (water) vapor must be removed as it is produced.  

To accomplish this, a lithium bromide solution (which has a high affinity for water) is used to absorb the water 
vapor. As this process continues, the lithium bromide becomes diluted, reducing its absorption capacity. A 
solution pump then transfers this diluted solution to the generators where it is re-concentrated in two stages 
(double-effect) to boil off the previously absorbed water. A variable frequency drive on the solution pump 
automatically maintains optimum solution flow to the generators at all operating conditions for maximum 
efficiency. The diluted solution is pumped to the high-temperature generator where it is heated and re-
concentrated to a medium concentration solution by the driving steam. The medium concentration solution 
from the high-temperature generator flows to the low-temperature generator where it is heated and re-
concentrated to a strong solution by the high temperature water vapor released from the solution in the high-
temperature generator. Since the low temp. generator acts as the condenser for the high temp. generator, 
the heat energy first applied in the high temp. generator is used again in the low temp. generator, thus 
reducing the heat input by approximately 45% as compared to an absorption chiller with a single-stage of re-
concentration. The water vapor released in the shell side of the low temp. generator, in addition to the now 
condensed water vapor from the tube side of the low temp. generator, enters the condenser to be cooled 
and returned to a liquid state. The refrigerant water then returns to the evaporator to begin a new cycle. 
 
To remove heat from the machine, cooling water from a cooling tower is first circulated through the tubes of 
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the absorber to remove the heat of vaporization. The water is then circulated through the tubes of the 
condenser. The re-concentrated (strong) solution from the low temp. generator flows back to the absorber to 
begin a new cycle. 
For efficiency purposes, the medium concentration solution from the high temp. generator is passed 

through the high-temperature solution heat exchanger to pre-heat the diluted (weak) solution, while pre-
cooling the medium concentration solution. The re-concentrated (strong) solution from the low temp. 
generator is passed through the low-temperature solution heat exchanger to pre-heat/pre-cool the solution 
before being returned to the absorber. 

 
 

2-3. The Description of Heating Cycle [Heating Mode ] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig. 2-14. Heating cycle of the DW series Absorption Chiller 
 

During the heating mode, the cycle follows a different vapor flow path than that undertaken for cooling and 
does not use the typical absorption process. In addition, the absorber-condenser cooling water circuit is 
drained and thus not operated, since all heat rejection from the machine is designed to take place through 
the evaporator (now the heating bundle) in a classic two-pipe system that utilizes only the evaporator nozzles.  
High temperature water vapor produced in the high-temperature generator section is passed directly to the 

evaporator via the absorber where it condenses and transfers its heat to the water circulating through the 
evaporator tubes. This condensed water then flows to the absorber section where it mixes with the 
concentrated solution returning from the high-temperature generator. The diluted solution is then pumped 
back to the high-temperature generator to repeat the vapor generation phase for the heating function. Quick 
changeover from cooling to heating is accomplished by switching the positions of two hand valves, draining 
the absorber-condenser water circuit and putting the machine into heating mode by changing the position of 
a switch in the control panel. 
The hot water temperatures is 60oC (140oF) as a standard without additional components and 79oC (175oF) 

as an option with the additional heat exchanger. 
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2-4. Machine Overview 
 
2-4-1. Major Specification 

 

Items Unit Data Remarks 

Cooling capacity usRT 

(kW) 

  

Heating capacity kcal/hr   

Chilled water side 

Inlet Temperature ℃   

Outlet Temperature ℃   

Flow rate ㎥/hr   

Pressure drop mH₂O   

Design pressure MPa   

Fouling factor ㎡.C/W   

Nozzle size A(mm)   

Chilled water side 

Inlet Temperature ℃   

Outlet Temperature ℃   

Flow rate ㎥/hr   

Pressure drop mH₂O   

Design pressure MPa   

Fouling factor ㎡.C/W   

Nozzle size A(mm)   

Fuel side 

(Gas) 

Gas Inlet pressure mmAq   

Flow rate N㎥/hr   

Connection flange size A(mm)   

Exhaust connection mm   

Electrical Power 

Power source Vac   

Power Hz Hz   

Consumed power kW   

Maximum ampere A   

Dimension 

 

Length ℃   

Width mm   

Height mm   

Weight 
Operating weight ton   

Rigging weight ton   
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2-4-2. System description 
 

(1) Evaporator 

The refrigerant is dispersed on the heat transfer tubes of Evaporator.  The chilled water through 

the heat transfer tubes of Evaporator is cooled by the latent heat of vaporized refrigerant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Absorber 

The concentrated solution is dispersed on the heat transfer tubes of Absorber.  The refrigerant 

vapor from Evaporator is absorbed on the heat transfer tubes of Absorber by absorbent.  Cooling 

water through the heat transfer tubes of Absorber is heated by absorption heat. 

 

(3) Low Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger 

The diluted solution from the Absorber passes through the Low Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger, where 

it is heated by concentrated solution.  The diluted solution after leaving the Low Temp. Sol. Heat 

Exchanger flows to the High Temp. Solution Heat Exchanger. 

 

(4) High Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger 

The diluted solution from the Low Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger passes through the High Temp. Sol. 

Heat Exchanger, where it is heated by intermediate solution.  The diluted solution after leaving the 

High Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger flows to 1st Generator. 

 

(5)  High Temp. Generator 

The diluted solution from the High Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger is heated in the High Temp. 

Generator. It releases the refrigerant vapor and is concentrated. It becomes intermediate solution 

and flows to the High Temp. Solution Heat Exchanger. 

 

(6) Low Temp. Generator 

The intermediate solution from the High Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger is heated in the Low Temp. 

Generator. It releases the refrigerant vapor and is concentrated. It becomes concentrated solution 

and flows to the Low Temp. Sol. Heat Exchanger, where it becomes low temp. concentrated 

Solution and flows to Absorber. 

 

(7) Condenser 

The refrigerant vapor from the High Temp. Generator and Low Temp.Generator is condensed on 

the heat transfer tubes of Condenser.  Cooling water is heated by condensation heat. 

Fig. 2-13.  Evaporator & Absorber 
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(8) Purge Unit 

This is a device intended to discharge non-condensable gas and air generated inside.  It consists 

of purge pump, purge separator, and storage tank. 

 

(9) Refrigerant Pump and Absorbent Pumps 

The pumps are designed to circulate the internal refrigerant and absorbent. 

 

(10) Operating Devices and Gauges 

The operation panel comprises electrical parts necessary for safe operation, including lamps, 

operation switch, circuit breakers, power on/off switch, magnetic switches for pumps, alarm bell 

and auxiliary relays, if an abnormal state or trouble in the operation of the Absorption Chiller occurs, 

an alarm is issued, and the operation is stopped to protect the Absorption Chiller. 

 

(11) Chilled Water Freeze Prevention Unit 

When the flow of chilled water decreases, flow switch operates. When the temperature of chilled 
water is less than 3.0 ℃ (37 ℉) etc. If an abnormal state or trouble in the operation of the 

absorption chiller occurs, an alarm is issued, and the operation is stopped to protect the absorption 

chiller. 

 

(12) Absorbent Crystallization Prevention Unit 

If the generator solution temperature is very high, the gas flow rate is decreased at first and the 

machine is finally stopped to prevent the absorbent from being crystallized. In order to prevent 

crystallization of the absorbent during shutdown of operation, when stopping the operation, first the 

heating to generation is stopped, then the absorbent pump is operated for a certain while to make 

uniform the concentration in all parts, only then the operation is completely stopped. 

 

(13) Over-current thermal relay 

Over-current thermal relays for absorbent pumps, refrigerant pump and purge pump are provided 

in control panel in order to stop the machine when overloaded. 

 

(14) Pump motor high temperature switches 

Motor coil high temperature switches are provided in the motor stator coils of absorbent pumps 

and refrigerant pump. So, if the motor stator coil is very high, the machine is alarm-stopped. 

 

Symbol  Item Remarks 

TH1 Chilled Water Inlet Temperature Sensor  

TH2 Chilled Water Outlet Temperature Sensor  

TH3 Cooling Water Inlet Temperature Sensor  

TH4 Cooling Water Outlet Temperature Sensor  

TH5 Evaporator Refrigerant Temperature Sensor  

TH6 Condenser Refrigerant Temperature Sensor  

TH7 High Temp. Generator Solution Temperature Sensor  

TH8 Low Temp. Generator Solution Temperature Sensor  

TH9 Exhaust Gas Outlet Temperature Sensor  

Table 2-4. Sensor Detail
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2-4-3. Outline of Machine Body 

 
1) Typical External Schematic (Front View) 

 
(1) Front View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2-16 External View of DW Absorption chiller 

Control panel 

High Temp. Generator 

Evaporator 

Absorber 

High Temp. Generator 
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2) Component Arrangement 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1 – Condenser 
2 – Low temp. Generator (G2) 
3 – Control panel 
4 – Changeover Valve_ A 
4_ 1 Changeover Valve_B 
5 – Fusible Plug 
6 – High temp. Generator (G1) 
7 – Exhaust gas duct 
8 – Pressure gage & switch 
9 – Gas burner 
10 – Purge (Vacuum) Pump 
11 – Absorber 
12 – Solution Pump 

13 – Refrigerant Pump 
14 – Evaporator 

1       15 – Solution Heat Exchanger  
(            (High Temp. Hex,Low Temp. Hex) 

16 – Cooling Water Inlet 
17 – Chilled Water Outlet 
18 – Cooling Water Outlet 
19 – Blow down Valve 
20 – Chilled Water Inlet 
21 – Check Valve (Oil Separator) 

1 2 

8 

11 10 
9 

6 5 4 7 

12 
13 

3 

14 

15 
19 16 

17 18 

20 

21 

Fig. 2-17. Components Arrangement 

 

4_1 
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2-4-4. Outline of Control Panel  
1) Outside View 

 

 
 
 

No. 1: Pilot Lamp     No. 2: Touch Screen Board 
No. 3: Buzzer Stop Switch  No. 4: Purge Pump Start / Stop Switch 
No. 5: Emergency Stop Switch  No. 6: Buzzer 

 

Fig. 2-18 Outline of Microprocessor Controller Cabinet 
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2) Inside View (Components Arrangement) 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2-19. Inside of Microprocessor Control Panel 
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3. Installation  
 

3-1. Machine Room Condition 
 

To operate the Machine with optional efficiency and allow easy maintenance, it is necessary to find a suitable 

area for the Machine and its related equipment.  Avoid placing the Machine in a narrow space where user 

movement and the maintenance such as tube cleaning, absorbent, and etc. are inhibited, and non-ventilated 

area where could generate gas explosion problem. 

Select proper area as stated below; 
 
1)  The machine room must be considered to have sufficient ventilation system and 5°C ~ 45°C of ambient 

temperature. 
2)  Please avoid such area where is humid and dusty. The electric failure of the Absorption Machine may 

occur under the humid and dusty circumference. 
For optimum operation, it is recommended to operate the Machine in the area where the relative 
humidity 20 ~ 80 %RH. 

3)  The machine room must be considered to have sufficient service space for tube-cleaning and future 
maintenance.   The service clearance is stated in the relevant catalogue or documents which will be 
provided separately. 

 

3-2. Foundation 
 
1)  The foundation concrete must be built in the consideration of the both end levels of the Absorption 

Machine. 
2)  The foundation must be developed to support the load of the Machine and not to make unbalanced-

depression of the Machine in any cases.  In case of roof-top installation, the vibration and the noise 
must be considered as well. 

3)  Basically the Absorption Machine do not need special foundation plan because of the machine weight 
itself.  But where the necessary, one of the following methods is recommended before the Machine 
installation. 
 

Base Plate
Washer Nut

Foundation Fix TypeChemical Anchor Type Mortar Mold Type

Mortar Injection 
after installation
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4)  3-3. Moving the Machine  

 
1)  Determine the size and weight of the Machine from the machine specification and check that the 

entrance and pathway to the installation site area of adequate size. 

 
2)  Hang the shackles and wire rope as illustrated in Fig. 3-2.  Lifting holes are furnished in the each top 

corners of the machine lower shell. The shackle size and the wire diameter shall be selected per the 
machine weight. 

 
3)  When offloading and carrying the Machine, use a crane or rollers or proper devices that can take the 

weight of the Machine, and the Machine must be maintained horizontal.  While using a crane, attach 
cables to pints indicated balance the load to prevent excessive mechanical stress. 

 
4)  To prevent any damage, it is recommended that the receipt obtains expert advice from a carriage 

specialist and the Machine should be handled properly depending on the site condition. 

 
5)  Where cables come in contact with the Machine, place a mat (linen) or wooden piece to prevent any 

damages to the Machine. 

 
6)  Never remove packing materials of the Machine until the moving is completed. 

 

Fig. 3-2. Rigging The Unit, Shackle Point Views 

This illustration only shows example of handling the Machine. 
The shape of the Machine including control panel location may differ from this illustration due to its 
specifications and machine type.
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3-4. Positioning and Leveling 
 
1)  The strict leveling tolerances must be adhered for trouble-free operation. 
 
2)  The leveling check points are marked on each corner of the tube sheet of lower shell of the Machine. 

 
When checks the horizontality of the Machine after positioning, fill a clear vinyl hose with water and 
Measure the water heads difference between 1(one) point and other 3(three) points as illustrated in 
Fig. 3-4. 

 
3)  Make sure that 1mm can be allowed as the tolerance from end-to-end and side-to-side for each 1m 

length between points.  When the Machine does not meet the requirement, the Machine must be 
shimmed with liner plate in order to meet the leveling tolerance. 
 

 
 

Fig.  3-4. Leveling of the Machine 
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3-5. Water Side Piping 
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3-6. Fuel Piping system 

The typically Fuel piping diagram of Gas burner type as below. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.  3-6. Typical Piping Diagram of Gas Burner 

IMPORTANT !  
 

The fuel piping system are typical and do not mean to supersede local codes or 
standards in any way. The fuel system must be desig ned with methods and 
materials in compliance with local regulation and s tandards.  And the overall fuel 
system should be addressed on an application specif ic basis by an experienced 
designer knowledgeable in fuel design, location, dr aft control, multiple unit 
application and local codes.  
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3-7. Exhaust Gas Duct 

 
Connect exhaust gas duct using job data and piping drawings. Systems will vary for different application 
condition. 
1) Sharp bend and restrictions should be avoided to allow smooth gas flow. 
2) The outlet should be arranged to prevent rainwater entry into the machine exhaust and drain should be 

provided to remove condensate or water. 
3) Exhaust gas dampers and draft regulators must be installed correctly for proper operation. 

 
 

3-8. Exhaust Gas Drain piping 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Install exhaust drain piping using general guidelines below. 
 
1) Connect the pipe to the end of exhaust gas drain and put the end of pipe under the 150mm of water level 

in sewage. 
2) If above method can’ t be used at jobsite, install the U trap to the end of exhaust gas drain, which has 

150mm of height. 

IMPORTANT !  
 

Fig 3-8 and followings are typical and do not mean to supersede local codes or 
standards in any way. The duct system must be desig ned with methods and 
materials in compliance with local regulation and s tandards.  And the overall duct 
system should be addressed on an application specif ic basis by an experienced 
designer knowledgeable in chimney design, location,  draft control, multiple unit 
application, and local codes.  

 

Burner 

Fig.3-8. Exhaust gas Duct and Drain pipe of High Temp. Generator 

Exhaust gas Duct 

Exhaust gas Drain pipe 

High Temp. Generator 
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3-9. Fusible Plug Relief Piping 
 
Connect the relief piping to discharge 
hot refrigerant vapor from G1 to safe 
area. 
1) Do not loosen or disconnect fusible 

plug while connecting relief pipe to it. 
2) Make sure connection to fusible plug 

is treaded and allow easy piping 
removal for leak tested and 
maintenance. 

3) Install pipe hangers where needed 
to be sure no weight or stress is 
placed on the fusible plug. (Fig. 3-9) 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3-9.Fusible Plug Relief Piping 

3-10. Electric Works  
 
Only qualified personnel should interface this Machine to electrical power system after becoming thoroughly 
familiar with all warnings, safety notices in the manual. Should you are competent to do this, process as 
instructed below. If you are in doubt, contact the manufacturer or a qualified electrician immediately. 

 
FOR SAFE OPERATION ; 
 
� KEEP THE WORK AREA CLEAN.    Cluttered areas and benches invite injuries. 
 
� CONSIDER WORK AREA ENVIRONMENT.  Do not expose the tool to rain. Keep work area well lit. Do 

not use power tools in the presence of flammable liquid or gases. 
 
� KEEP VISITORS AWAY.   Do not let visitors touch the system or tool.  All visitors should be kept away 

from work. 
 
� USE THE RIGHT TOOL. It will do the job better and safer at the rate for which it was intended. 
 
� USE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.  Use safety glasses and if the cutting operation is dusty, a face or 

dust mask 
 
� DO NOT ABUSE THE CORD(IF FITTED).   Never carry the tool by its cord or yank it to disconnect it 

from the socket. Keep the cord away from heat, oil and sharp edges. 

IMPORTANT! 

Before attempting to in terface power system, read all instructions in the manual.  
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� SECURE YOUR WORK.  Use clamps or a vice to hold your work. It is safer than using your hand and it 

frees both hands to operate the tool. 
 
� DO NO OVERREACH. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. 
 
� AVOID UNINTENTIONAL STARTING.   Do not carry the tool with a finger on the switch. 
 
� STAY ALERT.   Watch what you doing. Use common sense. Do not operate when you are tired. 
 
 
3-10-1. Power System 
 
This system designed for three (3) phase power distribution system having separate protective earth (1) 
conductors. 
 
Ensure that the supply voltage and frequency are correct before power cables are connected.  If you have 
any questions on the electrical ratings, see each nameplate located on the surface of Control Panel.  Power 
service cable is required for the electrical power system interface with suitable conductor size as explained 
on the drawings enclosed in Section 5. Micro - processor Controller in this manual. 
 
 
 
3-10-2. Preparing Cable 
 
1) The insulation must be removed with the wire stripper at the end of Connection Cable. The trimmed 

edge of the insulation on stripped wires shall be neat, smooth and uniform. The insulation must be 
complete and intact with no cut, or tears. 

2) The cable connection ends shall have no broken strands or no damaged insulation. The wire stripper 
should be properly used to remove the insulation from conductors. The wire should be placed in the 
correct stripping hole for the corresponding wire size to avoid cutting wire strands. 

3) To maintain the lay of the wires in its original form, the strands should be twisted after the insulation is 
removed.  

4) Shielding braid, if any, should not be cut, frayed or nicked, and should be neatly tapered. 
 
 

PREFERRED 
 
Insulation does not have frayed edges. 
Wire strands not cut or damaged 
 

 
UNACCEPTABLE 

 
Insulation damaged. 
Wire stands cut. 
 
 

3-10-3. Solder less Terminations 
 
1) Terminal lugs of ring type are required for the connection 

Fig. 3-10 Electric Cables 
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2) All mechanically crimped terminals shall be capable of withstanding minimum tensile strength 
requirements on force gauge.  The tensile strength requirement is minimum 60 pounds. 

3) Crimp shall be clearly evident in the barrel of the lug, but shall not damage the conductor. 
4) Crimp in the insulation of the lug shall not damage the insulation of the wire. 
5) Broken, nicked or loose strands of wire shall be avoided. Bent or damaged connectors are unacceptable. 

 
(Example of solder less termination) 
 
PREFERRED 
 
Insulation crimp and conductor crimp in proper location on lugs. 
Conductor extends less than 1/16 inch beyond conductor 
portion of crimp. 
Insulation is fully inserted. 
 
 
UNACCEPTABLE 
 
Conductor exceeds maximum dimension of 1/16 inch beyond 
conductor portion of crimp. 

 
 

 
3-10-4. Electric Wiring 
 

 
 

Fig. 3-11.  Terminal Lugs 
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1) Control panel and access to the field-wiring ter minal block for external power and interface 
control connections are located at bottom side of C ontrol panel 

2) Route the prepared power cable through cable inl et opening at the bottom of Control panel. 
3) Ensure the phases (R, S, T) and protective earth  (GND) conductors of the prepared power cable 

are correct before clamping terminal lugs to the fi eld-wiring terminal block assigned for power 
interface. 

4) All electrical connection shall be clamped tightly.  

 

 
  
3-10-5. User’s Signal Interface 
 

1)  Connection Signal with Power Panel (User’s MCC) 
 

Signal name Type of 
signal Meaning of signal Caution 

Chilled water pump 
interlock 
 
Cooling water pump 
interlock 

Input 
(No.-
voltage 
contact) 

This is an interlock for checking the 
operation of the contactor for running 
the pump. 
If there is no input signal at the time of 
starting, the Machine cannot be 
operated. 
If there is no input during operation, fault 
occurs. 

DC24V is output, checking the 
contacting state. 
Do not allow a contact 
resistance of more than 100Ω. 
(Do not insert the other power 
lines into this conduit tube.) 

Chilled water pumps 
RUN/STOP 
Cooling water pump 
RUN/STOP 
Cooling tower fan 
RUN/STOP 

Output 
(No-
voltage 
contact) 

This is a RUN/STOP signal of the pump 
or fan.  
Connect it when operated sequentially 
with the RUN/STOP signal from the 
Machine. 

Use it within AC250V 0.1A 
(resistance load) 

NOTE Be sure to interface the contactors of chilled water and cooling water pump with the terminal points 
in control panel of the Absorption Machine to sequentially operate and to protect the chilled water 
from freezing. 

 

2)  Connection Signal with Central Monitor Panel  

 

Signal Name Type of signal Meaning of signal Cautio n 

Contact for running 
check signal 

Output 
(No-Voltage Contact) 

ON when the operation signal is entered. 
OFF when the stop signal is entered. Use it within 

AC250V 0.1A  
(resistance load) Contact for fault 

display 
Output 

(No-Voltage Contact) ON when there is a fault (alarm) 

 

Signal name Type of 
signal  Meaning of Signal Caution 

WARNING! 

Never connect phase conductors (R, S, T) to the pro tective earth terminal marked GND.  
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Signal for remote 
STARTING/STOP 
(No voltage, AC24V, 
DC24V input) 

Input 
Signal for starting/stopping 
the Absorption Machine 
remotely. 

Both of no-voltage AC24V, and DC24V 
use shield wires, and it should not have 
conduit tube treated together with other 
power lines. 

 
When the electrical power interface has been fully completed, the following tests shall be performed. 

1) Continuity of the Protective Bonding Circuit 
 

The protective bonding circuit shall be visually inspected for compliance with items 1) to 4) mentioned on 
last page and a check for tightness of the connection of the protective conductors shall be made according 
to item 4) In addition, the continuity of the protective bonding circuit shall be verified by injecting current of 
at least 10A at 60Hz derived from a PELV source for a period of at least 10s. The test shall be made 
between the PE terminal and the various points of test shall not exceed the value given in the table below.  

 

Table for Verification of the continuity of the protective bonding circuit 

 
 
2) Insulation Resistance Tests 

The insulation resistance measured at 500Vdc between the power circuit conductors and the protective 
bonding circuit shall be not less than 1 MΩ. 

3) Voltage Tests 
The electrical equipment shall withstand a test voltage applied for a period of at least 1 second between 
the conductors of all circuits, excluding those intended to operate at or below PELV voltages, and the 
protective bonding circuit. 

The test voltage shall; 

� have a value of twice the rated supply voltage of the equipment or 1000V, whichever is the greater 
� be at frequency of 60Hz 
� Be supplied from a transformer with a minimum rating of 500VA. 
 

Components which are not rated to withstand this test shall be disconnected during testing. 
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3-11. Insulation 
 
Because the many different materials can be used due to the surrounding conditions of chiller and the local 
code requirements or regulations are varied according to the region, it may not be possible to specify the 
insulating material types. The followings describe the materials and the thickness which can be use for many 
cases. 
 
1)  Use only Non-inflammable or Incombustible insulation materials 
2)  Do not insulate motor of refrigerant pump. 
3)  Total insulation area includes piping. 
4)  Do not cover components such as service valves, dampers, diaphragm valves, sight-glass, control 

valves or thermometers or sensor wells. 
5)  The standard Material and Thickness as the recommendation : 

(1)  HOT Surface insulation 
� Material of insulation: Non-inflammable polymer sponge usable at 120℃ or Glass wool. But, the 

glass wool should be used for high temperature generator and high temperature piping. 
� Thickness of insulation :  10mm (3/8 inch), 19mm (3/4 inch) when polymer sponge is used 
� Thickness of insulation :  20mm (3/4inch), 50mm (2 inch), 75mm(3 inch) when Glass wool is 

used 
(2)  COLD Surface insulation 

� Material of insulation : Closed cell type Non-inflammable polymer sponge 
� Thickness of insulation :  10mm (3/8 inch), 19mm (3/4 inch) 

(3)  Wrapping Material when Glass wool is used. 
� Insulated parts on High temperature generator :  Aluminum sheet or Colored galvanized steel 

with 0.30 mm thickness or over 
� Insulated parts on pipes : Aluminum sheet or Colored galvanized steel with 0.30 mm 

thickness or over 
6)  For insulation area for each model, please refer to the picture below. 
7)  The water box sections should be worked to be disassembled for the repair. 
8)  If necessary, please perform the finish painting in the field after completing the insulation work. 
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        Thermal Insulation surface area of DW models  
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4. Before Start-up 
 

4-1. Inspect the field piping 
 

Refer to the field piping diagrams for your specific installation, and see the typical piping schematic shown in 

Fig. 3-5. Inspect the chilled, cooling water piping , Fuel Gas piping and Exhaust Gas duct line. 

 
1) Make sure that the location and flow direction of the water lines are as specified on the drawings and as 

marked on the chiller. 
2) Check that all water lines are vented and properly supported to prevent stress on water box covers or 

nozzles. 
3) Make sure all water box drains are installed. 
4) Make sure that water flows through the evaporator and absorber/condenser meets job requirements. 

Measure the pressure drops across both evaporator and absorber/condenser when the system has been 
charged with water and the pumps can be operated. 

5) Make sure the chilled water temperature sensors are installed in the leaving chilled water piping. Also 
check that appropriate thermometers or temperature wells and pressure gage taps have been installed 
in both inlet and outlet of the evaporator, absorber, and condenser water piping 

 

4-2. Inspect the wiring and the set point of Electr ical components  
 

Refer to the field and chiller wiring diagrams and inspect the wiring for both power supply and connections to 

other system equipment (cooling tower, water supply pumps, etc.). 

 

 

1) Examine the wiring for conformance to job wiring diagrams and applicable electrical codes. 

2) Check pump and motor nameplates and control panel for according with supply voltage and frequency 

(Hz). And, verify that the overload settings and fuse sizes are correct for all motors 

3) Verify that the over-current relays (Absorbent pumps, Refrigerant pump and Purge pump) in the control 

panel are set the same as the name plate values. 

 

4-3. Valves on the machine 
 

Check the status of following valves. 

(1) Absorbent pumps inlet/outlet valves ------------------------------------- OPEN 

(2) Refrigerant pump inlet/outlet valves ------------------------------------- OPEN 

(3) Refrigerant blow down valve----------------------------------------------- CLOSE 

(4) No. 1. No. 2. And No. 3. manual purge valves ------------------------- CLOSE 

WARNING! 

Do  NOT connect or disconnect any wiring and do NOT  touch any bare wires terminals 

unless power supply disconnects have been locked op en and tagged.  
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(5) Service valve for manometer----------------------------------------------- OPEN 

(6) Other service valves---------------------------------------------------------- CLOSE 
 

 

4-4. Chiller Evacuation 
 
The chiller has been factory-charged with solution and refrigerant and then pressurized with nitrogen gas for 
shipping. Before initial start-up, release the nitrogen gas through the service valve (SV1) and the diaphragm 
valve (V3) OPEN at purge unit (Fig. 6 – 1) until ambient pressure is achieved. Then close the service valve 
(SV1) and the diaphragm valve (V3). And, start the purge pump and open the diaphragm valve (V1). After 
you make sure that the purge pump can make the vacuum less than 4mmHg on the manometer, open the 
diaphragm valve (V3). And then, the chiller must be evacuated fully with the purge pump continuously ON 
until deep vacuum. Refer to 6-2. Seasonal Maintenance. 
 
 

1) The chiller is evacuated with purge pump operation,  

the purge valve No. 1 and No. 3 has to be fully opened. 

2) The chiller has to be frequently evacuated for a week 

 after initial start-up because a little N2 gas remains in  

the chiller. 

3) While the machine is shut down, measure the  

vacuum inside of the machine by opening the No.3.  

manual purge valve (No.1, and No.2 should be kept close) 

 

①  The vacuum pressure has to be lower than 

 the allowable vacuum value. 

 

②  As the pressure in the Machine is variable owing to  

the ambient temp., evaluate the measured pressure by 

using the curve.  (Fig. 4-1) 

 
③  When the ambient temperature is 30℃, 33mmHg is read as an allowable vacuum. If the pressure is 

above 33mmHg, perform air-purging. 
 

4-5. Input the Service Configuration 
 
The following configurations are done from the SERVICE menu. 
- Equipment configuration 
- Equipment service 
- Time and date 
 
 

4-6. INITIAL START-UP  
 

Preliminary Check  
Check the operation of the auxiliary equipment and the status of the system before starting the DW Machine. 

 

Fig. 4-1.  Allowable Vacuum Curve 

 

Fig.4-1 
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PREPARATION 
1. Check that the chiller is in vacuum pressure. If not, perform the Chiller evacuation procedure. 
2. Supply power to the control panel, chilled/hot water and cooling water pumps. Open the chilled water 

valves and cooling water valves. 
3. Verify that chilled/hot and cooling water circuits are filled and operative and that the pumps are powered. 

For manual system operation, start the chilled/hot water pump. With cooling operation, also start the 
cooling water pump and cooling tower fan. 

4. Check the Gas supply pressure. 
 

WATER PUMP STARTERS AND OVERLOADS  
Starters for chilled/hot water and cooling water pump motors should be checked individually according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. When the pump motor trips out, the chiller will shut down on the dilution 
cycle, the alarm buzzer will sound and the status screen will display.  CHWLF – CWLF 
 

Cooling / Heating Operation Changeover  
Switch between cooling and heating cycles by using the following procedures. This can be done only when 
the chiller is off. 

 

A. CHANGING FROM COOLING TO HEATING CYCLE  
1). Place changeover Valve A and B in the FULL OPEN position. 

The location of Valve A and B refer the Fig 2-17 Components Arrangement. 
2). Drain all water in the cooling water piping. 
3). Place the cool/heat select in the Heating Operation mode of Touch screen 
4). Start the machine according to the Operation procedure below. 

 

B. CHANGING FROM HEATING TO COOLING CYCLE  
1). Place changeover Valve A and B in the FULL CLOSED position. 

The location of Valve A and B refer the Fig 2-17 Components Arrangement. 
2). Fill the cooling water system and vent air from the piping. 
3). Place the cool/heat select in the Cooling Operation mode of Touch screen 

 

Determine Non-condensables Rate  
When the initial combination run-in period has been completed, normal operation may begin. Evacuate the 
machine to remove non-condensables gas if non-condensable rate is higher than 10cc/10min. 
 

 

Check Chiller Shutdown  
Press the STOP button to verify normal shutdown sequence. The Burner control valve should be driven to 
close. The chiller will go through a dilution shutdown period and the pumps will stop according to the Normal 
Cooling Stop or Normal Heating Stop . 
 

Check the Safety Switches Setting  
Adjust all the external safeties and cutout switch to the following values 
- Low Chilled Water Flow Switch       13.8 kPa (Differential Pressure) 
- High Temperature Generator Pressure Switch   101.3 kPa (Absolute Pressure). 0 kPa @ Gauge Pressure 

IMPORTANT! 

Purge non-condensable gases that may have accumulat ed in the purge tank prior to each 

cooling and heating cycle operation with the vacuum  pump.  
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5.  Operating Instructions  
 
5-1. Typical Control Panel 
 
Control panel (electrical cabinet) contains electrical and electronic components mounted on 2.0mm zinc 
coated steel sheet. This enclosure is made of 2.0mm steel sheet and is powder-coated. Its ingress protection 
is IP 52 grade, which can not protect under water spraying or more severe condition. 
Almost all input/output devices (electrical operating switches, indicating lights and operating touch-screen) 
are on the front of control panel. So, machine operator must be familiar with the layout of input/output 
devices on the control panel.  
Main power supply, pumps running indication, purge operation, alarm buzzer and emergency stop function is 
distributed in each devices, and the rest normal input/output operation is made through touch screen board. 
(Make sure to fully understand all of the items explained in “1-4. Safety Guards” before operating the 
machine) 

 
Fig. 5-1 External Layout of Control Panel 

 
 

 
No. 1: Pilot Lamp(Solution Pump run, Refrigerant Pump run, Purge Pump run, Alarm) 
No. 2: Touch Screen Board 
No. 3: Buzzer Stop Switch 
No. 4: Purge Pump Start / Stop Switch 
No. 5: Emergency Stop Switch 
No. 6: Buzzer 
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5-2. Operation  
5-2-1. Power Supply and Initial Home Screen 
 

If you turn Power On/Off switch on, electric power source is supplied to the electric or electronic 

components in the control panel through disconnect switch, and Touch Screen Board displays the following 

initial home screen. After this, all the normal operation (operator’s order, machine status, record, etc.) is 

performed via this screen board. 

 
 

Fig. 5-2 Initial Home Screen 
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5-2-2. Main Menu and Screen Menu Flow 
 

There are 5 main menu buttons in initial home screen, Setup menu, Operation menu, CV Open menu, 

Alarm menu and All Reset menu, and these main menu buttons are also displayed at the lower end of 

each sub-menu screen (See Fig.5-3), sometimes together with Home(meaning initial home screen) in 

cooling status picture and Previous(meaning setup menu picture) in setup sub-menu pictures.  

Typical main menu screen shall be symbolized as follows; 

 

Fig. 5-3 typical main menu screen 

 

① Setup  menu button : After correct password input, setting of temperature, time and schedule is 

available. During cooling operation, changing buttons in mode selection picture and in 

cool/heat select picture do not work. 

② Operation  menu button : If you touch this button, screen shows cooling status picture, in which 

Start button and Stop button as well as some important temperatures status are 

displayed. 

③ CV Open  menu button : If you touch this button, screen shows control valve picture, and Burner  

control valve can be opened manually. 

④ Alarm  menu button : If you touch this button, screen shows the list of occurred alarm and its 

contents (abnormal conditions). 

⑤ Al Reset  button : If you touch this button after taking actions to correct the abnormal conditions, 

the machine is ready to restart. So, this button does not work during alarm-dilution running. 
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Screen menu flow is as follows; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control Valve Open 

Picture 

Al reset  Setup  Operation  CV Open Alarm  

Cool/Heat Select Picture 

Mode Select Picture 

Cool Parameter Picture 

Water Temp. Setup Picture 

Language Select Picture 

Pump Manual Oper. Picture 

Alarm Setpoint Picture 1,2,3 

Temp. Graph Picture 1,2,3,4 

Time Setup Picture 

Schedule Running Picture 

Password Input 

Picture 

Initial Home Screen  

Setup Menu 

Picture 

Cooling Status 

Picture 

Alarm Content 

Picture 

Power On 

START 

STOP 

Password Change 
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5-2-3. Pre-Operation Check on the Control Panel 
 
The followings are to be checked on the control panel before starting operation. 

 

1) Verify that mode selection, Remote or Local, is correct.  

It is displayed if you touch ①①①①Setup button at the lower end of screen and input correct password 

and touch Operation Mode button in setup menu picture. (Refer to section “5-5-2. Mode 

Selection”.) 

 

2) Make sure that Cooling Operation is selected. 

If you touch ②②②②Operation button at the lower end of screen, then Chilled Water In/Out temperature 

in cooling status picture will be shown if you are correct. (See Fig.5-4) 

 

If not, touch ①Setup button at the lower end of screen, input correct password and touch C/H 

Select button in setup menu picture to select Cooling Operation. (Refer to section “5-5-3. 

Cool/Heat Select”) 

 
3) Make sure that the chilled water outlet temperatures are correctly set-up.  

One of them is displayed as Chilled W.Set in cooling status picture, which is shown if you touch 

②Operation button at the lower end of screen. (See Fig.5-4) 

 

If you want to change this value, touch ①Setup button at the lower end of screen and input 

correct password and touch Setup T button in setup menu picture. Chilled Water Outlet, Cooling 

Water Inlet and Cooling Water Inlet Difference is to be fixed. (Refer to section “5-5-5. Water 

Temperature Setup”) 
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5-2-4. How to start up the machine 
 

1) When the machine is to be started at local operation mode 

 

a) Touch ②②②②Operation button at the lower end of screen; then cooling status picture will be 

shown on the screen.  

      

Fig. 5-4 Cooling Status Picture 

 

b) Touch Start button on the screen; automatic operation starts following start procedure of 

section “5-2. Start and Stop Procedure” and proceeds to start-up process (Pump status lights 

on front of the control  Panel turn on in their order). 

c) During cooling operation, temperatures, control valve and running status data are displayed in 

the screen of cooling status picture. 

 

2) When the machine is to be started at remote operation mode 

a) Start the machine on the remote control panel; automatic operation starts following start 

procedure of Section “5-2. Start and Stop Procedure” and proceeds to start-up process  

(Pump status lights on front of The control panel turns on in their order). 

b) During cooling operation, temperatures, control valve and running status data are displayed on 

the screen of cooling status picture. 

This is displayed as “CV” when the Burner  

control valve  is Automatically controlled. 

 But, this is displayed as “CVSM” when the 

 Burner control valve is manually opened or 

closed. 
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3) STATUS display bar shows one or more(rolling) of the following messages; 

a) Running mode; the machine is in normal running status. 

b) Stop mode; the machine is in stop and is ready to restart. 

c) Alarm Stop; the machine is in stop after alarm, and is not ready to restart. 

d) Stop-Dilution running; the machine is in dilution process by Stop button input. 

e) Alarm-Dilution running; the machine is in dilution process after alarm event.  

f) Em stop; the machine is in stop by Emergency Stop Switch on the front of control panel. 

g) Cut out point-MACWIT; Override Max. Allowable cooling water inlet temp. 

h) Cut out point-MAG1AT; Override Max. Allowable G1 absorbent temp. 

i) Cut out point-LCHWT; Override low chilled water temp. 

 

In this chapter on touch screen, button means input box, display bar means output text box, and display 

Key means input/output text box in menu pictures. 

 

5-2-5. How to stop the machine 
 

1) When the machine is to be stopped at local operation mode 

 

a) Touch ②Operation button at the lower end of screen; then cooling status picture will be 

shown on the screen.   

b) Touch Stop button in the screen of cooling status picture; automatic operation performs 

dilution process for 10 minutes (status display bar shows stop-dilution running and pump status 

lights on the front of control panel go out in their order) and stops following stop procedure of 

section “5-2. Start and Stop Procedure”.  

 

 

 

2) When the machine is to be stopped at remote operation mode 

 

a) Stop the machine on the remote control panel; automatic operation performs dilution process 

for 10 minutes (status display bar shows stop-dilution running and pump status lights on front of 

IMPORTANT! 

In local operation mode, signals coming from the re mote control panel are not effective. In remote 

operation mode, Start  button in the screen of the control panel does not  work. 
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the control panel go out in their order) and stops following stop procedure of section “5-2. Start 

and Stop Procedure”. 

b) Another way to stop the machine is to touch Stop button in the screen of cooling status picture 

during remote operation. In this case, remote operation mode is automatically changed over to 

local operation mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT! 

If the chilled water pump, cooling water pump and t he Chiller are not interlocked (it is made during 

jobsite wiring), operator must stop them according to section “5-2 Start and Stop Procedure” 

The air handling unit must  be stopped after the chilled water pump is stopped  
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5-3. Manual Operation and Setup 
 

5-3-1. Burner fuel flow Control Valve 
The cooling capacity of Absorption Machine is almost proportional to the opening rate of Burner Fuel flow 

control valve, and the machine performs automatic control of the fuel control valve to meet cooling load. The 

opening rate of the control valve is displayed in the screen of cooling status picture. (See Fig.5-4. “CV:xx%” 

stands for the current opening rate under automatic control, and “CVSM:xx%” stands for the current opening 

rate by manual input.)  

When you want to open or to close the fuel control valve manually, touch ③CV Open button at the lower 

end of the screen, then, Control Valve Open Picture will be shown on the screen.  

 

 
Fig. 5-5 Control Valve Open Picture 

 

And, touch Manual Input display key, then pop-up window with numeric keypad appears on the screen. 

(This pop-up window is used as regular number input method in many setup sub-menus.) 

 
Fig. 5-6 Pop-up Window with Numeric Keypad 

Make target opening rate input you wish by numeric keypad (0~100%). Manual Input bar of underlying 

Control Valve Open Picture shows target value entered. The pop-up window will close when you touch 

ENTER button.  

Finally, touch Manual button in the control valve open picture. After this, Burner control valve is under your 

control, not under automatic capacity control. 
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Though manually controlled, as soon as the machine stops, Burner control valve closes and automatic 

control of the valve is restored to the machine.  

Don’t forget to change to the auto mode by touching Auto button when the manual operation of control 

valve finishes. 

 

5-3-2. Mode Selection 
The machine can be operated from remote area if operation mode is selected as Remote. If not, the 

machine is locally started or stopped by the jobsite operator. This operation mode is defaulted on local mode 

if there was no mode change.  

If you touch ①Setup button at the lower end of screen, the following password input picture is shown. 

The initial password value is 1111, if there was no password change. 

 

Fig. 5-7  Password Input Picture 

<How to input password> 

1. Touch password display bar → display bar becomes active blank. 

2. Input 4-digit password by numeral button→ black display bar shows bright asterisks. 

3. Touch ENT button → display bar becomes inactive. 

4. Touch Check button, then password input is brought to the machine. 

Then, if password input coincides with registered password, screen shows the following setup menu picture. 

In case of incorrect password input, “Password Error” message appears and Check, Password Change 

buttons will not work. (If you want to change password, refer to section “5-5-12. Password Change”.) 

 

 
Fig. 5-8 Setup Menu Picture 
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And touch Operation Mode button (upper-left corner button), then the following operation mode picture will 

be shown. 

Operator can select remote operation or local operation mode by touching Remote or Local button. The 

defaulted mode is local mode at the initial time. 

 

 

Fig. 5-9 Mode Selection Picture 

 

5-3-3. Cool/Heat Selection 
 

The Chiller must be operated under Cooling Operation condition. If cooling status picture is not shown when 

you touch ②Operation button at the lower end of screen, then touch C/H Select button of setup menu 

picture. The following Cool/Heat Select Picture will be shown and you can select Cooling Operation instead 

of ineffective heating operation. The defaulted operation is cooling at the initial time. 

 

 

Fig. 5-10 Cool/Heat Select Picture 

 

5-3-4. Cool Parameter 
 

Cool Setup P button in the setup menu picture shows PID capacity control parameters of Burner control 

valve. If there is no special requirement, it is unnecessary to change proportional value, Integration rate, and 

differential rate. Max. opening rate of control valve of Burner can be set-up according to maximum cooling 

load. 
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Fig. 5-11 Cooling Parameter 

 

If you want to change a parameter, touch its display key, then pop-up window with numeric keypad appears 

on the screen. (See Fig.5-6) 

 

 

5-3-5. Water Temperature Setup 
 

Setup T button in the setup menu picture shows the following chilled water outlet temperature setup picture. 

 

 
Fig. 5-12 Chilled Water Outlet Temperature Setup Picture 

 

Chilled Water Outlet temperature is the target temperature the Chiller is trying to arrive at. If “LOCAL” is 

clicked, the target temperature can be input only on the torch screen. And, if “REMOTE” is clicked, the target 

temperature can be input only from the remote. Cooling Water Inlet and Cooling Water Inlet Difference are 

parameters for cooling tower operation. Cooling tower will maintain cooling water inlet temperature between 

Cooling Water Inlet Temperature and Cooling Water Inlet + Cooling Water Inlet Difference Temperature. 

If you want to change a parameter, touch its display key, then pop-up window with numeric keypad appears 

on the screen.(See Fig.5-6) 
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5-3-6. Language Select 
 

Language button in the setup menu picture shows the following language select picture. The defaulted 

value is English at the initial time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-13 Languages Select Picture 

 

 

5-3-7. Pump Manual Operation 

This menu is prepared for the manual operation of p umps in stop mode, and do not try out in the 

other modes. 

If you touch P Man Operation button in the setup menu picture, the following pump manual operation 

picture will be shown, and you can operate chilled water pump, cooling water pump, cooling tower fan, 

absorbent pump and refrigerant pump manually. (Purge pump is manually operated by purge pump start and 

stop push button switches on the front of control panel.) If you want to operate a pump, touch its button, then 

the button is highlighted and the pump runs. Another touch makes the button dark and the pump stops. 

 

 
Fig. 5-14 Pump Manual Operation Picture 
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5-3-8. Alarm Set point 
 

If you touch Abnormal Set point button in the setup menu picture, each one of the following alarm set point  

pictures will be shown. But, these set points cannot be changed. 

 

        

      
 

Fig. 5-15 Alarm Set point Pictures 

 

5-3-9. Temperature Graph 
 

If you touch Temp Trend button in the setup menu picture, temperature graphs of chilled water, cooling 

water or generator absorbent like the followings will be shown. Temperature data of last 2 minutes  

is displayed in line graph. 

                               

 

Fig. 5-16 Temperature Graph Pictures 
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5-3-10. Change the Present Time  
 

All the menu pictures display present <Month/Date/Year_Hour:Minute:Second> on the upper row of the 

screen. If you want to change them, touch Time button in the setup menu picture, then the following time 

setup picture appears. 

 
 

Fig. 5-17 Time Setup Picture 

 

If you want to change a time, touch its number display key, then pop-up window with numeric keypad 

appears on the screen.(See Fig.5-6) 

 

5-3-11. Scheduled Running 
 

When you touch Schedule button in the setup menu picture, weekly operation schedule is displayed as 

follows. 

 

 

Fig. 5-18 Scheduled Running Picture 

When you want to operate Schedule Running, if you touch the part of “IN” and “TIME” in Schedule Running 

button at what you want, you can operate. “STD” located on the up and right side of the screen means that 

the machine is not run in schedule. But, if the “STD” is pushed and the indication is changed over to “SCH”, 

the machine will be operated according this weekly operation schedule. And, if the “SCH” is pushed and the 

indication is changed over to “STD”, this weekly operation schedule will be ignored. 
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5-3-12. Change the Touchpad of Password  
 

If you touch Password Change button of password input picture, the following password change picture is 

shown. 

 

 

Fig. 5-19 Password Change Picture 

 

At first, touch password change display bar and write your new 4-digit password by numeral button and 
touch ENT button. And, then, touch re-type password display bar and write the same new 4-digit password 
by numeral button and touch ENT button. If so, your password is changed to new number and the screen 
will be moved to setup menu picture. 

 

 

5-3-13. Change the Start Up of Delay Time  
 

Setup Menu Picture

Abnormal Set Point

   
 

Fig. 5-20 Start Up Delay Time Picture 

 

At the beginning of machine operation you can set up the delay time. The delay time is the monitering one of 

the flow of the chilled water and cooling water. If you get the delay time that you want, touch the DELAY 

TIME button that you want. And then you can get it. 
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5-4. Alarm 
 

During machine operation, the controller monitors the operation condition (temperatures, flows and sensor) 

without cease. If any failure or abnormal condition is detected, the alarm buzzer sounds, and the Chiller goes 

into arlam-dilution running mode for 10 minutes and finally all pumps stop.  

And, if the alarm is caused by any one of CHW Temp. Low/ Refrigerant temp. Low/ CHW flow abnormal/ 

Absorbent Pump Over-current/ Refrigerant Pump Over-current, the Chiller goes into alarm stop mode for 3 

minute (all pumps except chilled water pump stop immediately) and finally all pumps stop.  

 

The alarm buzzer can be stopped by the buzzer stop switch, however, it only makes the alarm noise stop. 

 

If you touch ④Alarm button at the lower end of any picture, screen shows the following alarm content 

picture.  

 

 

Fig. 5-21 Alarm Content Pictures 

 

On the alarm content picture, the abnormal condition is displayed under the alarm status column as the 

following symbol.  

<Alarm Status and its Symbol> 

1) Exhaust Gas Outlet Temp.   High; EGHTCO 

2) 1st Generator Absorbent Temp. High; 1GAHTCO 

3) Chilled Water Outlet Temp. Low; CHWLTCO 

4) Refrigerant Temp. Low; ERLTCO 

5) Cooling Water Inlet Temp. Low; CWLTCO 

6) Chilled Water Flow Abnormal; CHWLF 

7) Cooling Water Flow Abnormal; CWLF 

8) Refrigerant Pump Over-current; RPAN 

9) Absorbent Pump Over-current; MPAN 

10) Chilled Water Outlet Temp. Sensor; CHWOTSAN 
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11) Cooling Water Inlet Temp. Sensor; CWITSAN 

12) Evaporator Refrigerant Temp. Sensor; ERTSAN 

13) Condenser Refrigerant Temp. Sensor; CRTSAN 

14) Exhaust Gas Outlet Temp. Sensor; EGOTSAN 

15) 1st Generator Absorbent Temp. Sensor; G1ATSAN   

16) 2nd Generator Absorbent Temp. High ;  2GAHTCO 

17) 1st Generator Pressure High  ; 1GAHPCO 

18) 1st Generator Level Low  ; 1GALL 

19) Burner Start Alarm :  BAS 

20) Burner Alarm  :  BA 

 

After taking actions to normalize the operating condition, touch Al Reset button at the lower end of any 

picture. The alarm events can be stored into the controller by 200, and, if the alarm event number exceeds 

more than this, the new alarm content erases the oldest event.
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6. Maintenance & Inspection  

 
Normal preventive maintenance requires periodic, scheduled inspection and service as below. Each item is 
detailed in 6.1 ~ 6.5 and 7.1 ~ 7.12. 

 

Part name  * Check period 

Combustion 

parts 

[Burner] 

Protect Relay, Frame Detector Periodical check  

& Maintenance contract Shut off valve 

Governor 

Fan motor & Fan 
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Every Day  
1. Log the chiller and system readings. 
2. Check for water /Exhaust leakage, vibration, abnormal temperature and  unusual noise 

Every Month 
1. Check non-condensable accumulation rate. 
2.Check the burner damper valve control and leakage 

Every 2Months 
1.Check low temperature cutout (Cooling only) 
2.Check other limit and safety devices. 

Every 6 Months or Cooling / Heating Changerover 
1. Check refrigerant charge (Cooling only) 
2. Blow down refrigerant to absorber. 
3. Check octal alcohol.(Cooling only) 
4. Take the solution sample to be analyzed. 

Every Year 
1. Check tubes for scale and fouling in Evaporator, Absorber, Condenser & Generator. 
2. Check / adjust level electrode in high temperature generator. 
3. Check the Combustion part of Burner 
 

Every 3 Years 
1. Replace Manometer, Diaphragm valve rubber gaskets, Sight glasses and V belts of Purge pump. 
2. Replace high-temperature generator level electrodes. 
3.Check High generator temperature cut out thermostat, Low water temperature cut out thermostat 

and Differential pressure switches (flow switches) and replace if necessary. 
 
Every 5 Years or 20,000 Hours (Whichever Is Shorter ) 
1. Inspect Solution and Refrigerant pumps. 
2. Check the solution 
3.Check valve actuator and replace if necessary. 
4. Check the cooling /heating changeover valve and replace the par 
ts if necessary. 
5. Check the Components in Control panel and replace if necessary.  

 
 
6-1. Daily Maintenance 
 
If you find the abnormal condition, please contact the manufacturer or sales representative. 

 
1) Abnormal noise of absorbent pump, refrigerant pump, burner blower.  
2) Abnormal noise when the Burner control valve is opened or closed 

 

Please ask below items to system constructor. 

� Cleaning of the cooling tower and strainer of the cooling water line. 

� Check the condition of cooling tower 

� Check the air vent of the pipe line 

 

6-2. Seasonal Maintenance 
 
It is necessary for the Absorption Machine to perform the purging, refrigerant blow down and solution 

treatment. 
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6-2-1. Air Purging 
 

Non-condensable gas and Air exiting in the Absorption Machine will decrease the cooling capacity and 
Shorten the machine life time. So, it is recommended to perform air purging works at least one time per  
week or month.  But, please perform the purging works immediately if the Machine is initially started or  
started after no-operation for a long time. 

 
1) Purging from the non-condensable gas storage tank 

Perform this work only during Cooling mode operation and machine stop. 
(1) Operate the purge pump 
(2) Open the No. 1. purge valve (V1) 
(3) Check the attained vacuum by the manometer. (Vacuum must be below 4mmHg) 
(4) Open the No.2 purge valve (V2) for 1 minute 
(5) Close the No.2 purge valve (V2) 
(6) Keep continuously operating the purge pump for 30minutes to dry the purge piping. 
(7) Close the No.1 purge valve (V1) 
(8) Stop the purge pump 

 
NOTE: When the machine is purged, the refrigerant gas (steam) is compressed and condensed in purge 

pump. And, the purge pump oil is contaminated with the condensed water. So, dry the purge pump and the 
connection piping by running the purge pump for 30 minutes continuously after purging the machine. 
 
 

2) Purging directly from the Absorber 
     Perform this work only during Cooling mode operation and machine stop. 

(1) Operate the purge pump 
(2) Open the No. 1. purge valve (V1) 
(3) Check the attained vacuum by the manometer. (Vacuum must be below 4mmHg) 
(4) Open the No.2 purge valve (V2) for 5 seconds 
(5) Close the No.2 purge valve (V2) 
(6) Open the No.3 purge valve (V3) for 30 minutes 
(7) Close the No.3 purge valve (V) 
(8) Keep continuously operating the purge pump for 30minutes to dry the purge piping. 
(9) Close the No.1 purge valve (V1) 
(10) Stop the purge pump 

 
Note  Please perform this work only at the machine stop when the machine is in heating mode. If the this 

work is performed during the heating operation, the high temperature refrigerant gas is compressed in the 
purge pump and the purge pump may be broken with the high temperature. 
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Fig. 6-1 Purge unit 
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3) Method of Measuring Vacuum 
 

When the mercury manometer is mounted on the machine (not supply). 
 

(1) The following three kinds of vacuum are measured by the manometer 

 

(2) Reading method of manometer  (mercury type vacuum gauge) 
 

� Please read the differential of mercury surface. 
� Usually, the right side surface of mercury is higher than left side. 
� If it is reverse, please call your service representative or manufacturer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DANGER! 
Please pay hot attention to the manometer, where located on purge unit, not to leak the 

mercury from the manometer.  If it is necessary to replace the manometer, please 

follow local regulation for the disposal of mercury and it the influence not to affect 

environmental conditions. 

Fig. 6-2. Manometer 
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4) Maintenance and Inspection of Purge Pump 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) When the vacuum is not lowered less than 4 mmHg, replace the purge pump oil. 

How to replace the purge pump oil 

(a) Drain out the purge pump oil by opening the drain cock 

(b) Close the drain cock and remove the oil charge port cap at the top of the purge pump. 

(c) Pour new oil through the charge port up to the center of sight glass.  

(d) Install the oil charge port cap 

NOTE 

� Perform charging new oil when the purge pump is stopped. 

� Recommended oil : Turbine oil or Vacuum pump oil (ISO viscosity grade 56, 68) 

 

(2)  If the purge pump does not operate and attained vacuum is above 4mmHg when you change the 

oil, Please call to your service representative. 

 

5) Vacuum Pump Cleaning when filled with Absorbent Solution 

In case that inside pressure is above 40mmHg, make sure to open No.3 valve when you take the 

purging. (If you take the purging with No.2 valve opened, absorbent solution may overflow toward 

vacuum pump.) Clean the vacuum pump immediately as per the following instructions when you 

take the purging in the Higher inside pressure and absorbent solution get into the vacuum pump. 

 

(1) Drain all the oil and absorbent in vacuum pump  

(2) Pour water into pump and drain again after one hour operation for cleaning   

(3) Inject the kerosene into pump and drain again after one hour operation for cleaning   

(4) Inject the vacuum oil into pump and drain again after one hour operation for cleaning   

(5) Inject the new oil into vacuum pump  

 

 

 

Fig. 6-3. Purge Pump 
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6-2-2. Refrigerant Blow Down 

During the cooling operation, a very few amount of absorbent may disperse in the refrigerant and  

accumulate, leading to reduce cooling capacity.  Refrigerant blow down should be done once a cooling 

season as per the following procedure while the machine is operating.  Refrigerant blow down means the 

work to generate new, clean refrigerant by transferring the contaminated refrigerant to the absorber.  

(The standard of specific gravity: less than 1.02) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Confirm that the machine is running at low load 

(2) Open refrigerant blow down valve completely 

(3) Close refrigerant blow down valve soon when the 

refrigerant level becomes very low and the cavitation noise 

starts to be generated from the refrigerant pump. 

(4) If the refrigerant level comes up(it can be checked through 

the evaporator sight glass), open the valve again. Repeat 

this procedure 2 or 3 times. If the refrigerant sample is 

taken at the time, please check the refrigerant specific 

gravity. It should be less than 1.02. 

 

 

6-2-3. Management of Absorbent Solution 
 

1) Inspection and Control 

Absorbent (LiBr) has very similar characteristics with salt water so that it tends to have strong  
corrosiveness against steel materials with very small quantity of air. To prevent the inside of machine 
from being corroded, the inhibitor must be added into the absorbent. As the inhibitor is consumed 
proportionally according to operating hours, periodically take absorbent sample and check if the proper 
concentration(ppm) is being maintained in the absorbent. If it comes below than standards, you should 
add enough quantity of inhibitor. And if that this absorbent management is neglected, the machine 
could be corroded at the inside and the life of the machine and the life of the machine could be shorten. 

 
2) Recycling or Replacing the absorbent 

When the absorbent is seriously contaminated with the oxidized steel or copper, absorbent should be 
refined or replaced. Contact your service representative for details. 

 

IMPORTANT! 

Under refrigerant blow down work, the leaving chill ed water temperature will rise, but 

the chilled water temperature will go down again wh en refrigerant pump starts after 

finishing this work.  

Fig. 6-4. Refrigerant Blow Valve 
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6-3. Water Treatment 

 

6-3-1. Troubles in the Cooling Water System 

 

1)  Why the Cooling Water is Soiled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The open type recycling cooling tower lowers the temperature of the cooling water using the vaporized  

latent heat and the cooling water is reused.  At this time, the water is evaporated and dissolved salts  

(hardness component, chloride ion, sulfate ion, etc.) in water will increase.   Namely, the condensation  

phenomena of water occur, and water quality will be gradually degraded.  As water and air are always 

in contact with each other in the cooling tower, the sulfurous acid gas, dust, earth and sand, etc.   

In the atmosphere will intrude into the cooling tower, further degrading the water quality. 

In the cooling water system, the troubles arising from water are mostly caused by these causes and 

typical causes include corrosion, adhesion of scales and generation of slimes. 

Fig. 6-5. Troubles in the Cooling Water System 
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2) Troubles with the Cooling Water and Countermeasure 
 

Table 6-1 Troubles and Countermeasures 
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3)    Repairing the holes in the cooling tubes due to corrosion 
In case that the holes are made in the cooling water tubes due to corrosion, etc. and water rushes into 
the machine, the following operation and parts are required. 
(1) Arranging the absorbent (replacing all absorbent). 
(2) Arranging the refrigerant. 
(3) Executing the eddy current testing for cooling water tubes. 

� Cleaning by brush + cleaning by chemicals. 
� Eddy current testing. 
� Sampling inspection of tubes. 

(4) Replacing of cooling water tubes. 
(5) Arranging the replacement cooling water tubes. 
(6) Transportation charge and other indirect charges. 

 
6-3-2. Water Quality Control Method (Water Treatmen t) of Cooling Water 
 
1)  Standard Values of Water Quality 

Firstly, water quality control method is determined due to the results of analyzing the water quality. 
The standard values of water quality are shown in table 6-2. as an example.  And water quality should 
be controlled within the standard values.  The control method includes the blow control method in 
which all water is replaced periodically or water is continuously and forcibly replaced as suppress the 
concentration of water as much as possible and a method in which water processing chemicals are put 
into the water because of the poor quality of the make-up water or saving the water. 
 

Table 6-2 Standard valves of water quality 
 

Items 

Cooling Water Chilled/Hot Water Tendency 

One-pass or 

Circulating 

Make-up 

water 
Circulating 

Make-up 

water 

Corro-

sion 
Scale 

pH (25°C) 6.5 ~ 8.0 6.5 ~ 8.0 6.5 ~ 8.0 6.5 ~ 8.0 O O 

Electrical  
Conductivity 
(25°C µ s/cm) 

800 or less 200 or less 500 or less 200 or less O  

M alkalinity 
(ppm) 

100 or less 50 or less 100 or less 50 or less  O 

Total Hardness 
(ppm) 

200 or less 50 or less 100 or less 50 or less  O 

Chlorine (ppm) 200 or less 50 or less 100 or less 50 or less O  

Sulfuric acid 
ion (ppm) 

200 or less 50 or less 100 or less 50 or less O  

Total iron (ppm) 1.0 or less 0.3 1.0 or less 0.3 O O 

Sulfur ion (ppm) Not detected Not detected Not detected Not detected O  

Ammonium ion 
(ppm) 

1.0 or less 0.2 or less 0.5 or less 0.2 or less O  

Silica (ppm) 50 or less 30 or less 50 or less 30 or less  O 

Free carbonic 
acid (ppm) 

  10 10 O  
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Note 1 
Each item of the standard values has a strong bearing on the failure due to corrosion of scale and if any 
value in either item deviates from the standard value, it is assumed that corrosion of scale tends to be 
caused, therefore, these should be periodically controlled. 
 
Note 2 
As the range of the quality of which may become useable if the water is processed differs depending on 
the chemicals to be used, it is not given here.  It is desirable to set the appropriate water quality control 
values under the guidance of a water processing specialist periodically control it. 

 
2)  Blow Control of Cooling Water 

 
(1) The blow control means the forced replacement of the cooling water in order to suppress the 

excessive concentrating of the circulating water (cooling water) in the cooling tower and to prevent 
to changing of pH value and the concentrating of corrosive matter and scale producing matter. 
In general, there are following methods. 
  
� Continuous manual blow method 
� Automatic blow method (Fig. 6-6.) in which electrical conductivity of the cooling water is 

continuously detected to permit automatic blow. 
 

Next, the variations in electrical conductivity of the cooling water are graphically represented with 
various methods.  
It can be found from this graph that in the continuous manual blow, as predetermined blowing is  
done irrespective of the magnitude of the load, excessive blow may result if the load is small, 
causing, more loss than the automatic blow. 

 

 

 
(2) Concentration multiples (dirtiness degree of water) 

With the open type recycling cooling tower, the temperature of cooling water is decreased using the 
vaporized latent heat and the water is reused.  At this time, the water is evaporated and dissolved 
salts in water will be concentrated.  However, due to splash or the presence of proper blow water, 
the water-will not is concentrated infinitely.  Here, the water balance of the cooling water system is 
expressed by equation (1). 

Fig. 6-6. Cooling Water Automatic Blow Unit Fig. 6-7. Relation between Blow Method and 

Electrical Conductivity 
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N = (E+B+W) / (B+W) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (1) 

Where, N: Concentration multiples (dirtiness degree of water) 
E: Amount of evaporation loss with respect to the amount of circulating water 
B: Amount of forced blow water with respect to the amount of circulating water 
W: Splash with respect to amount of circulating water 
E + B + W: Equivalent to the amount of make-up water 

 

One example is described using Fig. 6-8. 
< Example > 
Machine  :  Centrifugal Chiller 260 USRT 

Circulating :  Water Flow Rate: 200m3/h 

Evaporation :  1.8m3/h(0.1%) = E 

Splash  :  0.2m3/h (0.1%) = W 

 
A1  Amount of retained water       : 2,000 l 

Amount of blow               : 0 
Max. Concentration multiples   : 10 

A2    Amount of retained water       : 2,000 l 
Amount of blow        : 0 
Max. Concentration multiples   : 10 
 
 

Note A1 and A2 above showed an example of  
the changing in concentration speed depending 
on the amount of retained water. 

B1 Amount of retained water        : 5,000 l 
Amount of blow         : 0.35% 
Max. Concentration multiples    : 3 

B2 Amount of retained water        : 5,000 l 
Amount of blow         : 0.8% 
Max. Concentration multiples     : 2 

Note B1 and B2 above shown the changing in concentration multiples when the amount of 
blow is changed. 

Let us explain the changing in water quality of the cooling water used under the above operating 
conditions; in the case of A1, in 2.5 hours after operation, a concentration multiple of 3 is reached 
and in about 40 hours, a maximum concentration multiple of 10 is reached. 
Generally speaking, trouble tend to occur more at concentration multiple of 3 of 4 or more, which 
therefore is referred to as a dangerous zone. 
For this reason, if water is controlled by the blow method as in B1 and B2, it falls within a so-called 
“ proper Zone”, satisfying the standard set by the Korean Refrigeration / Air conditioner Industry 
Association or JRA 9001. 

Under the above condition, the amount of blow is obtained as follows; 

(from equation (2) of the foregoing concentration multiple) 

 
Fig. 6-8. Concentration Multiple and 

        Operating Time 
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With Absorption Machine, the temperature difference is made larger than Centrifugal Chiller, 

therefore, concentration time will be even shorter. 

� In the case of a concentration multiple of 4  

 

� In the case of a concentration multiple of 3  

 

Whether the concentration multiple is 3 of 4 differs depending on the water quality of the make-up 

water and the environment where the cooling tower is installed. 

 

3)  Water treatment using processing agents (Chemicals) 

In order to satisfy the water quality standard, it is necessary to analyze the water quality of the make-up 

water and determine the concentration multiple and amount of blow; if the water quality of the make-up 

water is not good, the amount of blow will increase and the water changes tend to increase.  For this 

reason, there is this water processing system which combines the automatic blow unit which intends to 

save water and automate water processing and processing agent injector. (Fig. 6-9.) 

 

 Fig. 6-9. Example of Water Processing System 
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This water processing system maintains the water quality of the cooling water within a predetermined 
range and automatically injects water processing chemicals. 

 
(1)  Features 

� Water is saved to a great extent (economy) 
� Automatic control method (labor saving) 
� Complete water processing control (maintenance-free) 
 

(2)  The types of chemicals 
� Rust preventive 
� Scale prevention agent 
� Slime control agent 

 
(3)  Why water-saved operation at high concentration is possible. 

The scale prevention agent prevents the crystal growth of scale components and has an effect to 
disperse them into the water.  Usually, this is used together with rust preventive.  The use of this 
scale prevention agent allows plenty of scale components(hard components) to be contained in the 
water.  Namely, it is possible to maintain a high concentration multiple (4 to 10), saving the make-
up water though there is slight difference depending on the water quality of the make-up water.  
(However, with the make-up water with abnormally high content of silica component, it is necessary 
to review the concentration multiples separately.) 
 
The relation between the forced blow rate and concentration multiples is as shown in the graph on 
the left. As can be seen from this, if N=2 and N=6 are compared, there is a difference of 0.72% in 
the forced blow  
Rate. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-9.  The Relation between the Concentration Multiples and Forced Blow Rate 
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(4)  Summary of water control procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cooling Water 

Water processing using 

chemicals 

Inspection of water 

quality Inspection of  Water Quality Daily Control 

When the value is within the 

standard value 

Perform daily 

control 

Electrical conductivity 

measurement  

Analyze water once 

or twice a year Based on the chemical 

usage standard 

 Tends to deposit scales Tends to corrode 

� Review and perform 
water processing using 
chemicals such as rust 
preventive, scale 
prevention agent, and 
slime control agent 

� Improve the blow 
amount, and perform 
forced blow 
� Replace water 
� Clean the water tank at 

the bottom of the tower 
� Try changing the water 

source and perform other 
improvement 

Outside the 

standard values 

� Change the type and amount of 

chemicals 

� Change the blow amount 

� Perform 
cleaning using 
chemicals and 
brush 

Well-controlled state 

Water Processing Control 

Using Chemicals 

Manual / Automatic Blow Control  

When the standard 

value is deviate 

Within the 

Standard values 
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6-3-3. Maintenance and Control of the chilled(Hot) Water System 
1) In Case of a Semi-Closed Chilled(Hot) Water System Having Thermal Storage Tank 

As “ lye”  is eluted from a newly installed thermal storage tank made of concrete, it is not unusual that the 
pH of the water in the thermal storage tank exceeds 10.  If the pH exceeds 9, the corrosion speed of 
the steel material increases; therefore, water should be replaced beforehand.  If the thermal storage 
tank is used for a long term, water may spring or leak due to the crack in the tank.  Leakage water does 
not prove so detrimental as far as the control of water quality is concerned.  However, if there is spring 
water from sea or contaminated underground water, it may present a great problem in most cases.  
Depending on the type of spring water, may microbes are generated in the water of the thermal storage 
tank, causing the slime to be generated of calcium carbonate to be deposited.  *Therefore, it is 
desirable that the water be replaced periodically (once per one year to two years) and the bottom of the 
thermal storage tank be cleaned and inspected.  In case chemicals are used as necessary to process 
the water, as the stays in the system for a long period of time, in most case, you have only to introduce 
the chemicals from a manhole intermittently. 

It is absolutely necessary to periodically perform visual checking of the heat transfer tubes of 
the chilled/hot water of the heat exchanger for the Absorption Machine. 

At the same time due to the careless disposal of filthy water and filth of mixture of contaminated material 
over an extended period of time, water may degrade, causing verdigris of basic carbonate of basic 
copper nitrate on the inner walls of the heat transfer tubes, leading to corrosion. 
 

2) In Case of a Closed Chilled(Hot) Water System 
The circulating water will not degrade due to external factors and problems such as the deposition of 
scales hardly occur.  However, it is not inconceivable for steel tubes to be corroded for some reasons 
or other.  In such a case, since secondary corrosion due to oxide scales is conceivable, periodical 
inspection of the heat exchanger in a chilled/hot water system is required. 
 

6-3-4. Water Processing Using Chemicals in View of Saving Energy and Resources 
 
Let us explain how scales, slime and corrosive product adversely affect the electric consumption rate. 

 
1) Relation between the Thickness of Scale and Electric Consumption and Fuel Consumption 

Even if the thickness of scale is the same, depending on the type of scale (slim, calcium scale, silica 
scale), the degree of the decrease in heat-exchange performance will vary.  The below graph shows 
and example of silica scale which exhibits large decrease in the heat-exchange performance. 
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Fig. 6-10.  Relation between the Thickness of Scale and Electric Consumption and Fuel Consumption 

 

2) Trial calculation of energy saving when the water processing is performed. 

Formula for running cost; 

� In the case of Centrifugal Chiller 

Electric Power Rates = Basic Rate + Consumption Rate X Rate Tonnage X Input Valve per usRT X Operating 

Hours 

� In the case of gas direct fired Absorption Machine 

Gas Rates = Rated Basic Rate + Specific Charge X Rated Tonnage X Rated Consumption X Operating Hours 

If water processing is performed, energy can be saved by about 5 to 7%. 

 
6-3-5. Tube Cleaning 

 
Generally, there are two cleaning method.  One is cleaning by brushes and the other is cleaning by 
chemicals (chemical cleaning). Cleaning method is determined depending on the kind of scale, site 
conditions and model of machine.  Some heat exchangers (modular types) permit only chemical cleaning.  
Prior to chemical cleaning, it is an ordinary practices to analyze water quality (analyze scales if possible). 
Even if water quality control has been fully implemented, the water system is always subject to the 
accumulation of scales and deposits or sediments.  It is a common practice to perform cleaning using 
brushes once a year. 
By opening the system and inspecting it every year, it will become possible to visually check the heat transfer 
tubes and water quality control state with eyes. 
 
6-3-5. Reference Material on Corrosion 

 
1)  Corrosion 

Corrosion means that a metal is chemically or electrochemically attacked or eroded.  The loss due to 
corrosion includes the direct losses such as material costs for replacing corroded structures and 
machine, labor charges, expenses for various countermeasures against corrosion and indirect losses 
such as loss due to the decrease in efficiency such as reduction in thermal conduction and increase in 
pump pressure due to corrosion product and loss due to the interruption in operation.  Corrosion is not 
limited to the cooling water system but occurs everywhere, causing great loss.  Here, corrosion 
phenomena which occur at the cooling water system is described. 
 

2)  Corrosion Reaction and Mechanism 

The corrosion of metals in cooling water is 

considered to be an electrochemical 

reaction in which metal ions are eluted from 

the anode of local cells which are formed on 

the metal surface countlessly due to various 

causes then reduction reaction of dissolved 

oxygen occurs as an accepting of electrons 

at the cathode. 
 

Fig. 6-12. Steel Material 
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3) The corrosion reaction of iron in the neutral solution is given below. 

Anode Fe → Fe2 + 2e-  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (1) 

Cathode 1/2 O2 + H2O + 2e- → 2OH- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

(2) 

The following chemical reaction progresses, then as a corrosion product, ferric hydroxide(rust) is 

generated. 

Fe2 + 2OH- → Fe2+ + 2e- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  (3) 

Fe(OH)2 + 1/2 O2 + H2O → Fe(OH)3  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  (4) 

In an environment where pH is 4 or loss, the reaction at the cathode will be of hydrogen generating type 

as follow; 

Cathode 2H+ + 2e- → H2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  (5) 

The reason for the formation of local cells is thought to be unevenness in the metal composition, surface 
state, 

 Dissolved oxygen concentration , temperature, etc.  Especially when slime, sand and earth, 
corrosion Product etc.  are deposited, an oxygen concentration cell is formed.  Beneath which 
local corrosion Occurs. 

 

 

 

Namely, the location where the dissolved oxygen concentration is low beneath filth 
becomes the Anode.  And the location surrounding the filth where dissolved oxygen 
concentration is high becomes the cathode.  Then corrosion reaction progresses, resulting 
in local corrosion. These deposits are porous, and corrosive ions such as chloride ions or sulfuric 
ions in the cooling water migrate to the anode, producing FeCl2 of FeSO4. However, as hydrolysis 
occurs instantaneously,the concentration of hydrogen ions(H+) increases, promoting the dissolution 
of iron at the portion. When these deposits are electrically conductive and more corrosion-proof 
than irons, the hetero electrode cell is formed with the result  That corrosion progresses extremely. 

< Remarks > 

Example of hetero electrode cell   Anode: Zn → Zn2+ +2e- 

(dry battery)     Cathode: 2H+ + 2e- → H2 

Fig. 6-12.  Simplified Illustration of the Generation of Corrosion beneath Filth 
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The conductive deposits adhered to the surface of iron serves a similar purpose to the carbon 
electrode of a Dry battery, and current flows between the iron and deposits, causing the corrosion 
of iron. 

 
 

 

6-4. Maintenance during Long Term Shut-Down 
 

6-4-1. Maintenance for Machine 
 
In the case of shut-down for one week or more, select and perform either 1) of 2) on the following methods.   
And also be sure to close main cock in gas train. 
1)  By Air-Purging 

Perform air-purging once a week to maintain allowable vacuum in the machine. 
2)  By Charging Nitrogen Gas in the Machine 

Charge nitrogen gas into the machine at little high above atmospheric pressure. 
No air-purging required once a week in this case. 

 
6-4-2. Water Circuit Preparation for Long Term Shut -Down 
 
Perform following treatment during long-term shut-down with no-circulating of chilled, water, cooling water  
and hot water in the machine. 

 
1) Cooling Water 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Discharge cooling water from the cooling water discharge port at the absorber header. 
(2) Remove scale and/or slime clung to the tubes by brush (nylon) cleaning.  (If scale and/or slim can 

not be removed by brush cleaning, perform chemical cleaning). 
(3) Perform cleaning with water sufficiently. 
(4) Pour anticorrosion chemicals into the water, and circulate the water with anticorrosion chemicals for  

30 min.  Or more. 
(5) Discharge the water completely. 
(6) (Continue to open the cooling water discharge port.) 
(7) Dry up the inside of tubes. 

 
2) Chilled(Hot) Water 

 
 

 

 

(1)  Keep the evaporator tubes with water 

IMPORTANT! 

The absorber and condenser tubes should be kept wit h dry condition. 

First of all, perform tube cleaning then tubes are kept with dry condition after 

making anticorrosion film inside the tubes.  

IMPORTANT! 

The evaporator tubes should be kept fully with wate r. 
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6-4-3. Freeze Protection 
 
If the machine is located where ambient temperature will be below freezing, drain all water thoroughly and 
dry up the inside of tubes.  Simply draining is not sufficient. 
 

6-5. Operation Records Sheet  
� Machine Registration and Operation Records  

� Manufacturing No.                 Model & Unit No.                                     

� [Cooling operation] or [Heating operation] ,   Checked by                                

 

 

 

Check Date  :  

Remark 
Ambient  Temp:           ℃ 

Checked Time     

Chilled Water 

/ Hot water 

Flow  Rate (㎡/h or gpm)     

Inlet Temp.  (℃) or (℉)     

Outlet Temp.  (℃) or (℉)     

Pressure  Drop  (mAq)         

     

Cooling 

Water 

Flow  Rate (㎡/h or gpm)     

Inlet Temp.  (℃) or (℉)     

Outlet Temp.  (℃) or (℉)     

Pressure  Drop  (mAq)     

Gas 

Supply Pressure  (mmAq)     

Flow rate (N㎡/Hr)     

Exhaust Gas Temp. (℃) or (℉)Air      

Gas Damper Position     

Damper Position     

Temp & 

Pressure 

High Temperature Generator Temp.     

Low Temperature Generator Temp.     

Absorber outlet temp.     

High temp. Generator Pressure     

Level 
Evaporator Sight grass     

Absorber Sight grass     

Remark 
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7. Instructions 
 

7-1. Sampling of Absorbent 
 

This instruction describes the procedure for sampling the small amounts of the absorbent to measure the  

absorbent concentration. 

 

1)  Instruments 
� Absorbent Sampling cylinder set (transparent plastic cylinder with Vacuum valve) 
� Vacuum rubber hose 
� Monkey spanner 8”(Adjustable wrench, Length 8 inch) 

 
2)  Procedure 

(1) Prepare equipment as per Fig.  7-1. 
(2) Operate purge pump 
(3) Open up No.1. manual air-purge valve 
(4) Open up No.1. Service valve. 
(5) Open up vacuum valve on sampling cylinder. 
(6) Once final pressure becomes about 5mmHg as indicated on mercury manometer, close up        

Vacuum valve. 
(7) Close up No.1 service valve and No.1. Purge valve. 
(8) Remove vacuum rubber hose from No.1. Service valve, and connect it to the sampling service valve 

through which the sampling solution is extracted. (Fig.  7-2.) 
(9) Open up the sampling service valve. 
(10) Open up vacuum valve on sampling cylinder. 
(11) When sampling cylinder becomes full of absorbent, close up the sampling service valve. 
(12) Remove vacuum rubber hose from the service valve. 
(13) Measure concentration of absorbent after removing the rubber plug from the sampling cylinder. 
(14) Upon completion of measurement, pour absorbent into another container, and wash sampling 

cylinder with water. 
(15) When sampling solution from another part of Absorption Machine, repeat steps (2) to (12). 
(16) Upon completion of above work, replace caps on No.1 service valve and the sampling service 

valve after checking the packing. 
(17) Stop purge pump. 

IMPORTANT!  

(1) Because a vacuum exists inside the Absorption M achine, take great care to 
ensure that air does not leak into the Absorption M achine when your 
performing the above work. 

(2) Handle the vacuum valve carefully so as not to damage it. 
(3) Carefully wash equipment and rubber hose with w ater to remove dirt before 

using it in the above work. 
(4) Do not discard the solution after measurement. Store it in an empty bottle 

and return the solution to the Absorption Machine w hen it becomes full. 
 (See 7.3 Charging of Solution.) 
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Fig. 7-1.  Air Purging from Sampling Cylinder Fig. 7-2. Method of Absorbent Sampling 
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7-2. Measuring of Concentration 
 
This instruction describes the procedure for measuring the concentration of the absorbent and refrigerant. 
 

 
1)  Instruments 

� Sampling cylinder 
� Gravimeter (Scale graduations between 1.0 and 1.8 for absorbent and refrigerant) 
� Thermometer (0~100 degree C) 
� Concentration Diagram of Lithium Bromide Solution 
� Absorbent or refrigerant (solution to be measured) 

 
2)  Procedure 

(1) Fill sampling cylinder to about 80% with solution to be measured. 
(2) Maintain sampling cylinder vertical, and insert gravimeter. 
(3) When the indication of the gravimeter stops moving up and down, read the indication on the 

graduated gravity of the solution. 
(4) Remove the gravimeter and put it aside. Next, insert the thermometer into the sampling cylinder and 

stir the solution thoroughly. 
(5) When the temperature stabilizes, read the indication on the thermometer. 
(6) Remove the thermometer and put it aside. 
(7) Store the solution in an empty bottle. 
(8) Using the Concentration diagram of Lithium Bromide solution, read the concentration. 
(9) Upon completion of measurement, wash the gravimeter, thermometer, and sampling cylinder with 

water, and then store them so that they do not get damaged. 
(10) Neatly arrange the containers, etc. 
 
Example: The horizontal axis represents specific gravity and the vertical axis temperature.  

The lines going down from left to right represent fixed concentrations. For example, if the 
specific gravity is 1.77 and the temperature is 45°C, the concentration given by the point of 
intersection of lines projected from these values will be 63.1%, as shown in Fig. 7-3  
(Concentration Diagram of Lithium Bromide Solution). 

IMPORTANT! 
(1) Take care not to damage the gravimeter and ther mometer. 

(2) Be careful not to spill any solution. 

Do not fill the sampling cylinder more than about 8 0%. 

(3) Perform specific gravity and temperature measur ements quickly . 
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7-3. Charging of Solutions 
 
This instruction describes the procedure of charging the Absorption Machine with Absorbent solution and 
Refrigerant. 

 
1)  Instruments 

� Solution container (Absorbent and Refrigerant) 
� Vacuum rubber hose (fitted with copper tube) 
� Hose band 
� Pliers 
� Monkey spanner 8” (Adjustable wrench, Length 8”) 

 
2)  Procedure (Perform this work after stopping the Absorption Machine) 

(1) Prepare solution containers. 
(2) Operate the vacuum pump and perform air purging from shell. 
(3) Connect one end of the vacuum rubber hose to the sampling service valve, where solutions are 

charged, and fix it with the hose band. 
(4) Insert the copper tube on the end of the vacuum rubber hose into the container (keep it slightly 

above the bottom of the container). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT! 

(1) When charging solution, be careful to prevent s pillage. 
(2) Because a vacuum exists inside the Absorption M achine, be careful to prevent air 

leaking in during the above work. 
(3) Carefully wash the hose used in the above work with water so as to prevent dirt 

ingress. 
(4) Wear rubber gloves. 

(Do not handle equipment or solution with bare hand s) 
(5) Thoroughly wash off any absorbent which gets on  hands, skin or clothes.  

Take care to prevent absorbent entering eyes or mou th. 
(6) If absorbent spills on metal plates, etc. thoro ughly wash it off with water. 

Fig. 7-4. Method of Solution Charging 

Fig. 7-5. Method of Solution Charging 

    Bottom of Container 
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(5) Open up the sampling service valve. 
(6) When solution starts being sucked into the Absorption Machine, watch carefully to ensure that air 

does not leak in. 
(7) Before the container becomes empty, tilt it so that air does not enter the tube. (Fig. 7-5.) 
(8) When the container become more or less empty, bent the rubber vacuum hose with both hands to 

ensure that air does not leak in, and quickly insert it in the next container. (Fig. 7-6.) 
(9) Repeat steps (6) to (8) until all containers have been emptied. 
(10) Once the required amount of solution has been charged close up the sampling service valve. 
(11) Remove the rubber vacuum hose from the sampling service valve, and put the cap on the service 

valve. 
(12) Stop the vacuum pump. 
(13) Wash the rubber vacuum hose, etc. with water. 
(14) Continue air purging for 30 minutes after completion of this work. 
(15) Neatly arrange the containers and equipment used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  7-6. Bending Rubber Vacuum Hose 
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7-4. Absorbent Solution Analysis of Lithium Molybda te  
 
7-4-1. Lithium Molybdate (LiBr+Li 2MoO4+nH2O) 
 
This instruction describes the procedure for analysis of the absorbent solution of Lithium Molybdate 
 
1)  Notice for Analysis 

(1) The proper time for sampling absorbent solution 
� In the case of operation for about 8 (eight) hours per day 
⇒ Perform the sampling in the cooling season (once per year) 
� In the case of operation for more 18 hours per day 
⇒ Perform the sampling every 2 (two) months during only cooling operation. 

(2) Kind of absorbent and sampling position 
� Kind of absorbent  
⇒ Diluted absorbent 
� Sampling position 
⇒ Service valve furnished on the diluted absorbent pipe between absorbent pump and low 

temperature  
Heat exchanger. 

(3) Sampling quantity 
Perform sampling of 2 (two) times, sampling quantity of one time is 100cc. 
� Absorbent at first sampling  (100cc) : Abandonment 
� Absorbent at second sampling (100cc) : For analysis 

(4) Be sure to perform sampling during operation of absorbent pump. 
(5) The sampling absorbent taken during cooling operation can be just used for analysis. 

 
2)  Analyzing Items 

(1) Concentration of Inhibitor (Lithium Molybdate  : Li2MoO4) 
(2) Concentration of Alkalinity (Neutralization analysis) 
(3) Concentration of All Copper and All Iron 

 
3)  Instruments 

� Solution sampling tool 
� Bottle for solution with a cap (50ml) 
� Pipette with scale 
� Beaker (100ml) 
� Burette 
� Syringe 
� Phenolphthalein solution 
� Hydrochloric acid solution (HCI) 
� Hydrochloric acid solution (HCI) 
� Aluminum nitrate (Al2(NO3)3

.9H2O) 
� Pure water 

 
4)  Sampling of Absorbent Solution 

(1) Extract the absorbent solution for analysis from the machine by the sampling tool. 
(This work should be done during operating of the absorbent pump.) 

(2) Pour the above absorbent solution to the bottle from the sampling tool. 
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5)  Analysis for Concentration of Inhibitor (Lithium Molybdate : Li2MoO4) 

Standard of Concentration of the inhibitor: 50 ~ 300ppm 
 
(1) Stand the bottle for about 24 hours. 

(After 24 hours, solid is accumulated at the bottom of the bottle.) 
(2) Collect the absorbent solution (5ml) from the top of the bottle by the pipette. 
(3) Pour the absorbent solution by above work into the beaker. 
(4) Mix 4ml aluminum nitrate and 1ml 50% Hydrochloric acid solution. 
(5) Add 1ml solution made in the item (4) into the beaker by another pipette. 
(6) Pour 94ml pure water into the beaker by the burette. 

Items from (1) to (6) are procedures of making solution for analysis. 
(Total quantity of the solution in the beaker is 100ml.  This means that absorbent solution is diluted 
to 1/20.) 

(7) The concentration of the Lithium Molybdate must be checked by "Atomic absorption spectrum 	 
chemical analysis". Therefore, this check cannot be done at site.  It is preferred to request the 
analysis to an official organization. 

(8) If concentration of the inhibitor is less than standard value, add inhibitor (Li2MoO4) 
 
6)  Analysis for Concentration of Alkalinity (Neutralization analysis) 

Standard of Concentration of the alkalinity:  0.03N ~ 0.08N 
 
(1) Stand the bottle for about 24 hours. 

(After 24 hours, solids are accumulated at the bottom of the bottle.) 
(2) Collect the absorbent solution (10ml) from the top of the bottle by the pipette. 
(3) Pour the absorbent solution by above work into the beaker. 
(4) Pour 50ml pure water into the beaker by the burette. 
(5) Add Phenolphthalein (2~3drops) into the beaker by the syringe. 

(Absorbent solution in the beaker is colored to pink.)  Items from (1) to (6) are procedures of making 
solution for analysis. 

(6) Add N/10 Hydrochloric acid solution little by little into the above absorbent solution by the burette 
until the color of the absorbent solution is changed to colorless. 

(7) Calculate the alkalinity according to the following formula. 
N = A x 0.01 
N: Required alkalinity 
A: Quantity of adding Hydrochloric acid solution (ml) 

(8) Procedures for adding chemicals 
① Alkalinity is 0.03 N ~ 0.08 N :  No addition 
② Alkalinity is less than 0.03 N :  Add LiOH 
③ Alkalinity is more than 0.08 N :  Add HBr 

 
7)  Analyses for Concentration of All Copper and All Iron 

Standard of Concentration of the All Copper: 20mg / l max. 
Standard of Concentration of the All Iron: 10mg / l max. 

 
(1) Shake the bottle before collecting the absorbent solution. 
(2) Collect the absorbent solution (1ml) from the top of the bottle by the pipette. 
(3) Pour the absorbent solution by above work into the beaker. 
(4) Add 1ml N/10 Hydrochloric acid solution into the beaker by another pipette. 
(5) Pour 98ml pure water into the beaker by the burette. 
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Items from (1) to (5) are procedures of making solution for analysis. 
(Total quantity of the solution in the beaker is 100ml.  This means that absorbent solution is diluted 
to 1/100.) 

(6) The concentration of the All Copper and All Iron Must be checked by  "Atomic absorption spectro-
chemical analysis".  Therefore, this check can be done at site.  It is preferred to request the 
analysis to an official organization. 

(7) If concentration of the All Copper and All Iron are more than standard value, absorbent solution in 
the machine is required filtering. 
 

8)  Notes 
(1) In case that crystallization of the absorbent solution occurs, melt the crystallization and perform 

them. 
(2) In case that all Copper and all Iron are analyzed, wait for a while after adding the Hydrochloric acid 

solution into the absorbent solution. 
 
 

7-4-2. Method of Adjusting Inhibitor Content and Al kali 
 
1)  Method of Adding Inhibitor 

This instruction describes the procedure to add inhibitor for controlling corrosion. 
 

(1)  Instruments 
� Inhibitor : Li2MoO4 (10wt% solution) 
� Pure water 
� Container 
� Vacuum rubber hose with copper tube 
� Hose band 
� Pliers 
� Monkey spanner 
� Rubber gloves 

 
(2)  Target concentration of inhibitor : 300ppm 

Calculate additional volume of the inhibitor in accordance with following formula. 

( 300ppm - X ppm ) x 10 
        x  A  =  D 

1000,000 x 1.1 

X : Measured value of inhibitor concentration (ppm) 
A : Charging quantity of absorbent solution (kg) 
D : Required volume of inhibitor (l) 
10 : Diluted rate (10wt% solution) 
1.1 : Specific gravity of Li2MoO4 Inhibitor (10wt% solution)  
 
(For example)  X = 40 ppm 

A = 3,070kg 

( 300ppm - 40ppm ) x 10 
                  x 3,070 = 7.3 l  

1000,000 x 1.1 
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(3)  Procedure 

(a) Pour pure water into the vacuum rubber hose in order to remove air in the vacuum rubber hose.  
(refer to Fig. 7-7.) 

(b) Connect the vacuum rubber hose to service valve (for refrigerant) and fix it with hose band. 
 (Refer to Fig. 7-8.) 

(c) Pour the inhibitor into container. 
(d) Insert the copper tube on the end of the vacuum rubber hose into the container after wearing  

rubber gloves. 
(e) Perform air-purging from shell. 
(f) Open up the service valve. 
(g) When solution starts being sucked into the machine, watch carefully to ensure that air does not 

leak in. 
(h) Close up the service valve after charging all inhibitor. 
(i)  Remove the vacuum rubber hose. 
(j)  Place the cap of the service valve after confirming the packing inside. 
(k) Wash all instruments with water. 
(l)  Perform refrigerant blow down after that these procedures are completed and circulate 

Refrigerant with refrigerant pump. 
(m) Continue air-purging from shell for 30 minutes after completion of this work. 

 
(4)  Notes 

(a) Be sure to perform this work during cooling operation. 
(b) Wear rubber gloves while this work. 
(c) Thoroughly wash of any inhibitor which gets on hand, skin and clothes. 
(d) Take care to prevent inhibitor from entering mouth and eyes. 
(e) Do not spill inhibitor on floor and do not throw it in a drain. 
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2)  Method of Adding Alkali 
This instruction describes the procedure to add Alkali (LiOH) when alkalinity is less than 0.03N. 
 

 
(1)  Instruments 

� Alkali: LiOH·H2O (White powder) 
� Pure water 
� Container 
� Vacuum rubber hose with copper tube 
� Hose band 
� Pliers 
� Wrench 
� Rubber gloves 

 
(2)  Target alkalinity : 0.07N 

Calculate weight of LiOH·H2O in accordance with following formula. 
 
D = 25.8 x (C - A) x B 
A: Measured value of alkalinity (N) 
B: Charging quantity of absorbent solution (kg) 
C: Target alkalinity = 0.07N 
D: Required weight of LiOH·H2O (g) 
25.8: Molecular weight (41.86) of LiOH·H2O / Specific gravity (1.62) of 55% LiBr solution 
 
(For example) 
A = 0.01N 
B = 3,070kg 
D = 25.8 x (0.07-0.01) x 3,070 = 4,752 (g) 

 
(3)  Procedure 

(a) Pour pure water into the vacuum rubber hose in order to remove air in the vacuum rubber hose.  
(Refer to Fig. 7-7.) 

(b) Connect the vacuum rubber hose to service valve of Heat Exchanger and fix it with hose band.  
(Refer to Fig. 7-9.) 

(c) Put LiOH·H2O into container and melt it with pure water. 
Insert the copper tube on the end of the vacuum rubber hose into the container after wearing 

(d) Insert the copper tube on the end of the vacuum rubber hose into the container after wearing 
rubber gloves. 

IMPORTANT! 
(1) Be sure to perform this work during cooling ope ration. 
(2) Be sure to inspect again alkalinity after charg ing of LiOH. 
(3) Wear rubber gloves while this work.  
(4) Thoroughly wash of any LiOH which gets on hand, skin and clothes.  
(5) Take care to prevent LiOH entering mouth and eyes. Do not spill LiOH on floor 

and do not throw it in a drain.  
(6) In case that machine is operated for 18 hours o r more per day during only cooling 

operation, be sure to check and adjust alkalinity e very three months.  
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(e) Perform air-purging from shell. 
(f) Open up the service valve. 
(g) When solution starts being sucked into the machine, watch carefully to ensure that air does not 

leak in. 
(h) Close up the service valve after charging all LiOH solution. 
(i)  Remove the vacuum rubber hose and wash inlet of service valve with water. 
(j)  Place the cap of the service valve after confirming the packing inside. 
(k) Wash all instruments with water. 
(l)  Continue air-purging from shell for 30 minutes after completion of this work. 

 
 

3)  Method of Adding Acid 

This instruction describes the procedure to add Acid (HBr) when alkalinity is above than 0.07N. 

 
(1)  Instruments 

� Acid: HBr (concentration: 40wt %) 
� Pure water 
� Container 
� Vacuum rubber hose with copper tube x 2 
� Hose band x 2 
� Pliers 
� Wrench 
� Rubber gloves 
� Mask 
� pH test paper 

IMPORTANT! 
(1) Be sure to perform this work during cooling ope ration. 
(2) Be sure to inspect again alkalinity after charg ing of HBr. 
(3) Wear rubber gloves and mask while this work. 
(4) Thoroughly wash of any HBr which gets on hand, skin and clothes. 
(5) Take care to prevent HBr entering mouth and eyes. 
(6) Do not spill HBr on floor and do not throw it in a drain. 
(7) In case that machine is operated for 18 hours o r more per day during cooling 

operation, be sure to check and adjust alkalinity e very three months. 
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(2)  Target alkalinity : 0.07N 
Calculate volume of HBr in accordance with following formula. 
 
D = 90.5 x (A - C ) x B 
A: Measured value of alkalinity (N) 
B: Charging quantity of absorbent solution (kg) 
C: Target alkalinity = 0.07N 
D: Required volume of HBr (ml) 
90.5: Molecular weight (80.92) of HBr / (HBr solution weight % (0.4) x HBr solution Specific gravity 

(1.38) x Specific gravity (1.62) of 55% LiBr solution) 
 
(For example)  A = 0.12N 

B = 3,070kg 
 D = 90.5 x (0.12 - 0.07) x 3,070 = 13,892(ml) 

(3)  Procedure 
(a) Pour pure water into one vacuum rubber hose in order to remove air in the vacuum rubber hose.  

(Refer to Fig. 7-7.) 
(b) Connect the vacuum rubber hose to service valve of Heat Exchanger and fix it with hose band.  

(Refer to Fig. 7-8.) 
(c) Connect other one of vacuum rubber hose to service valve which is furnished on diluted 

absorbent pipe between the absorbent pump and Low Temperature Heat Exchanger, fix it with 
hose band. (Refer to Fig. 7-10.) 

(d) Insert the two copper tubes on the end of the vacuum rubber hoses into the container. 
(e) Perform air-purging from shell. 
(f) Open up the service valve for diluted absorbent. 
(g) Remove absorbent solution about 50 liter from service valve into the container when absorbent  

Pump operates. 
(h) Close up the service valve for diluted solution after removing absorbent solution about 50 liter. 
(i)  Wear rubber gloves and mask. 
(j)  Pour HBr little by little.  At this time, check pH value of this solution by pH test paper.   

(Allowable degree of pH value is 6.) 
(k) Stop pouring HBr when pH value of this solution has become above 6. 
(l)  Open up the service valve for concentrated absorbent. 
(m) When solution starts being sucked into the machine, watch carefully to ensure that air does not 

leak in. 
(n) Close up the service valve for concentrated absorbent after charging all solution. 
(o) Repeat item (f) to item (n), and charge all required volume of HBr solution into the machine. 
(p) Remove the vacuum rubber valves after confirming the packing inside 
(q) Please the caps of the service valves after confirming the packing inside. 
(r) Wash all instruments with water. 
(s) Continue air-purging from shell for 30 minutes after completion of this work. 
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7-5. Charging of Nitrogen Gas 
 
This instruction describes the procedure of charging the Absorption Machine with N2 gas. 

 
1)  Instruments 

� N2 gas (Required number of cylinders for one complete charge) 
� Pressure regulator 
� Pressure Gauge only for Single effect (Hot water or low pressure steam driven) absorption chiller 
� Vacuum rubber hose 
� Hose band 
� Pliers 
� Monkey spanner 8” (Adjustable wrench, Length 8”) 

2)  Standards 
The charging pressure in the Machine is measured by the pressure gauge on the Generator. 
� For storage of Absorption Machine :  0.2kg/cm2G 
� For leakage test   :  1.0kg/cm2 G 
� For equipment replacement      :  0.1kg/cm2G 

 
3)  Procedure 

(1) Prepare N2 gas cylinder, and attach pressure regulator to N2 gas cylinder. 
(2) Connect the vacuum rubber hose to the outlet of the pressure regulator, then open the valve on the 

top of cylinder slightly in order to purge the air in the hose.  After purging, close the valve. 
(3) Connect the other end of the hose to No.1. Service valve and fix it by means of the hose band. And, 

in parallel with the hose connection, connect the pressure gauge (76cmHgV ~ 2 kg/cm2G) to No.1. 
service valve for Single effect (Hot water or low pressure steam driven) absorption chiller. 

(4) Check that No. 1., No. 2. And No. 3. Manual air-purge valves and also No.1. Service valve are fully 
closed. 

(5) Open up No. 2. Manual air-purge valve. 
(6) Open up No. 1. Service valve. 
(7) Using the pressure regulator, release a small amount of N2 gas at a time into the shell. 
(8) Charge N2 gas while watching the pressure gauge on the Generator or the pressure gauge on the 

No. 1 Service valve.  When the specified pressure is reached, close up No. 1. service valve and No. 
2. manual air-purge valve and also close up the valve on the outlet of the cylinder. 

(9) Remove the rubber hose from No.1 service valve, and place the cap on No.1 service valve. 
(10) Remove the pressure regulator, and neatly arrange the N2 gas cylinder and rubber hose. 

 
 
 
 
 

DANGER! 

(1) The N2 gas cylinder is pressurized to 150kg/cm 2G.  Take care when handling. 
(2) Do not suddenly raise the primary or secondary pressure of the pressure 

regulator on the N2 gas cylinder. 
(3) Fix the N2 gas cylinder so that it does not fall over. 
(4) Be sure not to open No. 1. And No. 3. manual ai r-purge valve during this work. 
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7-6. Expelling of Nitrogen Gas 
 
This instruction describes the procedure of expelling nitrogen gas from the Absorption Machine. 

 
1)  Instruments 

� Monkey spanner (Adjustable wrench) 
 

2)  Standards 
Make shell pressure equal to atmospheric pressure (0 kg/cm2G). In Double effect absorption chiller 
(Direct fired or High pressure steam fired), shell pressure can be checked on generator pressure gauge. 

 
3)  Procedure 

(1) Open up No. 3. Manual air-purge valve. 
(2) Remove the cap from No. 1. Service valve and open the No. 1. valve using the spanner so as to 

discharge N2 gas until the internal pressure becomes equal to atmospheric pressure. 
(3) When the reading on the Generator pressure gauge becomes atmospheric pressure (0 kg/cm2G) in 

Double effect absorption chiller (Direct fired or high pressure steam fired) or when there is not any 
more gas discharge from No. 1. Service valve, close up No. 1. Service valve. 
 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT ! 
(1) Be sure not to open No. 1. And No. 2. Manual ai r-purge valve during this work. 

(2) When expelling N2 gas, adequately ventilate the surrounding area. 
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7-7. Leak Test 
 
7-7-1. Leak Test Schedule 
 
1)  Purpose 

This schedule covers leakage tests, work procedure, outline, and precautions for Absorption Machine. 
2)  Scope 

This schedule is applicable to leakage tests for Absorption Machine. 
3)  Instruments 

� Nitrogen gas cylinder 
� Pressure regulator 
� Pressure proof hose. 
� Oiler 
� Flashlight 
� Soapy water 
� Adjustable wrench 
� Wire 
� Cutting pliers 
� Hose band 
� Freon Gas (Freon 12) 
� Nitrogen gas cylinder 
� Various pressure regulator 
� Halogen leak tester 
� Pressure gauge (76cmHgV ~ 2 kg/cm2G) for Single effect (Hot water or low pressure steam driven)  

absorption chiller 
 

4)  Standards 
(1)  Nitrogen pressurizing test 

Charge Nitrogen gas to a pressure of 1.0kg/cm2G and using soapy water, confirm that there are no 
bubbles.  At liquid filling parts, confirm that no liquid oozes out. 
 

(2)  Freon gas test 
Charge Freon gas to a pressure of 0kg/cm2 from -500mmHg, and then charge nitrogen gas to 
pressure of 1.0kg/cm2G.  There shall be no reaction when a detector having a sensitivity of 10-5 
atm.cc/sec is used. 
 

5)  Work Procedure 
(1) Nitrogen pressurizing test 
(2) Freon gas test 
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7-7-2. Detail of Nitrogen (N 2) Pressurizing Test 
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1)  Procedures 
(1) Confirm that No.1 No.2 No.3 Manual air purge valves and service valves for charging/discharging of 

nitrogen gas and Freon gas are fully closed. 
(2) Confirm that inlet/outlet valves of absorbent pump and inlet/outlet valves of refrigerant pump are fully 

opened. 
In case of Direct Fired Machine, confirm that A valve B valve and C valve are also fully opened. 

(3) Connect the N2 gas cylinder to the service valve and charge the N2 gas into the machine. 
(Refer to “7-5. Charging of Nitrogen Gas”.) 

(4) Pressurize the machine to 0.3kg/cm2G with N2 gas. Check the pressure in the machine by generator 
pressure gauge or additionally installed pressure gauge. In  

(5) The pressure in the machine will reach to 0.3kg/cm2G, close the service valve and valve of N2 gas 
cylinder. 

(6) Perform leak test the following positions with soap water. 
� All field welded portions (One shipping machine is not needed.) 
� Sight glasses 
� Flare nut joints of service valve, manometer and pressure gauges. 
� Electrodes 

 Flange connection (absorbent pump, refrigerant pump and etc.) 
� Diaphragm valves 

(7) If there are any leakage at the above item � to �, tighten them. In this time, discharging of N2 gas 
is not needed. 

(8) If there are any leakage at the welded portions, discharge the N2 gas and then repair them by 
welding. 

(9) Perform recheck at pressure of 0.3kg/cm2G. 
(10) There is no leakage, Perform leak test at pressure of 0.5kg/cm2G and 1.0kg/cm2G. 
(11) If there is no leakage at pressure of 1.0kg/cm2G, keep the machine under pressurizing condition of 

1.0kg/cm2G for 24 hours.  Then perform leak test at pressure of 1.0kg/cm2G again. 
(12) After completion of the leak test, discharge the N2 Gas.  (Refer to “7-7. Expelling of Nitrogen Gas”.) 

 
3)  Detail of Freon Gas Test 

(1) Perform air purging from the machine to -500mmHg vacuum. 
(2) Prepare a cylinder of Freon 12. and connect the cylinder to the service valve 
� A pressure regulator shall be used usually.  However, direct charging is also allowed. 
� After connecting the hoses, fix them with wire or hose bands. 
� During cold season, the cylinder shall be heated with hot water. 
� Install Pressure gauge (76cmHgV ~ 2 kg/cm2G) on the service valve of refrigerant pump outlet for 

Single effect (Hot water or low pressure steam driven) absorption chiller 
(3) Confirm that No.1. No.2. No.3. Manual air purge valves and service valve for charging/ discharging 

of nitrogen gas and Freon gas are fully closed. 
(4) Conform that inlet/outlet valves of absorbent pump and inlet/outlet valves of refrigerant pump are 

fully opened. 
In case of Direct Fired Machine, confirm that a valve B valve and C valve are also fully opened. 

(5) Open No. 2. Manual air purge valve fully. 
(6) Fully open the service valve and the valve of the Freon gas cylinder. 
(7) Pressurize the machine to 0kg/cm2G with Freon gas by means of the pressure regulator.  In this 

time, check the pressure in the machine by the pressure gauge on the Generator. 
(8) The pressure in the machine will reach to 0kg/cm2G, close the service valve and the valve of the 

Freon gas cylinder. 
(9) Disconnect the Freon gas cylinder from the service valve. 
(10) Connect the N2 gas cylinder to the service valve and charge N2 gas into the machine. 
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(Refer to “7-5. Charging of Nitrogen Gas”) 
(11) Pressurize the machine to 1.0kg/cm2G with N2 gas. 
(12) Check leakage point by using halogen leak detector. 

� When leakage points are detected by the halogen leak detector, handle the detector carefully and 
slowly. 
� Also if leakage point is detected, repeat the check several times at surrounding this point.  The 

point at which the maximum reading is obtained is the leakage point. 
(13) Once the leakage point has been found, discharge the gas and perform repairing work by 

tightening up or welding. 
(14) After repairing work, perform Freon leak test again. 
(15) If there is no leakage, keep the machine under this pressurizing condition for 12 hours.  Then 

perform leak test again. 
(16) After completion of the leak test, discharge the gas. (Refer to “7-6. Expelling of Nitrogen Gas”) 
(17) Perform air purging. (Refer to “6-2-1. Air-Purging Procedure) 
(18) Perform cleaning and tidying up. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAUTION!  
When discharging the Gas, perform ventilation suffi ciently.  
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7-8. Bubble Test 
The purpose of this instruction is to describe procedures and instructions for bubble leak test. 
 
1)  Instruments 

� Connecting attachment to exhaust port of purge pump. 
� Graduated cylinder 
� Vinyl hose (diameter 6mm) 
� Bucket 
� Putty 
� Stop watch 

 
2)  Standards 

Leak test shall be performed during shutdown of the machine. 
Average of three times measurement is less than 15cc per 10 minutes. 

 
3)  Procedure 

(1) Perform air-purging until the inside pressure of the machine reaches the allowable degree of 
vacuum, and then continue air-purging at least for one hour. 

(2) Make sure that the attained vacuum of the purge pump is under 4mmHg. 
(3) Remove the exhaust port cap of the purge pump, and Install the connecting attachment to the 

exhaust port of purge pump and fix the vinyl hose to the connecting attachment as shown Fig. 7-14. 
(4) Manual air-purge valves(Diaphragm valves) should be set as follows 

Valve No.1:  OPEN 
Valve No.2:  CLOSE 
Valve No.3:  CLOSE 

(5) Continue to operate purge pump 
for about one minute under the 
condition as mentioned above, then 
measure bubble volume.   During 
this measuring, keep the vinyl hose 
within depth of 10mm.  If bubbles 
are absorbed, inspect and tighten 
downstream connections from the 
manual air purge valves. If bubbles 
are still  
collected in spite of the above 
handling,  
measure the volume of bubbles collected in 10 minutes. 

(6) Then set the manual air purge valves as follows, 
Valve No.1:  OPEN 
Valve No.2:  CLOSE 
Valve No.3:  OPEN 
Gas ballast valve and oil delivery valve should be kept closed. 

(7) Continuing operation of the purge pump under the above condition, measure the volume of bubbles 
in 10 minutes.  Measurement should be performed at least three times. 

During intervals of each measurement, make sure that the attained vacuum of purge pump is 
under 4mmHg. 

(8)  Calling the measured volume in item (5) as A cc and that in item (7) as B cc, (B-A) is a result of the 
bubble leak test. 

 

Fig.  7-14. 
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(9)  After bubble leak test, gas ballast valve and oil delivery valve should be opened and check weather 
water is contained in oil or not. If water is absorbed, drain water and fill oil to an appropriate level. 

 
4)  When is Bubble Leak Test performed? 

� At the leak test after the Absorption Machine is assembled at site. 
� At the periodical inspections. 

 
5)  Remarks 

If the attained vacuum of purge pump is above 4mmHg, refer to “6-2-1. Air  Purging”. 
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7-9. Tube Cleaning 
 

This instruction describes the method to remove the scale attached to the cooling water system the 

Absorption Machine. 
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Fig.  7-15. Tube Cleaning Facility 
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2)  Cleaning Method Procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning of Scale 

(No. 1) 

Cleaning using 

Water 

Draining 

� Use alkaline water (pH 8 - 9). Rust preventive may be used. 
� If there is a fear of freezing, fill the tubes with water of pH 8 to 9, 

drain this water after keeping under this state for 5 to 6 days, then 
Open the cover and put in a rust preventive into the water box. 

� Circulate water throughout the entire 

cooling water system, and then clean 

using water by continuous blowing. 

  (2 hours or more)  (Channel B) 

� Check the cleaning condition 

� Check if brushing is necessary or not 

� Check pH and transparency, then confirm neutralization 

and transparency 

� Neutralize water while draining it 

� Check pH and make sure that the water is complied with the 

standard for sewerage while draining water 

(Channel A) or (Channel B) 

(Channel A) or (Channel B) 
Cleaning using 

Chemicals 

Keeping tubes with 

filling water 

Cleaning using 

Water 

Cleaning using 

Brush 

Draining 

Visual 

Checking 

Repeat 3 to 5 times 

Visual 

Checking 
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Cleaning of Scale 

(No. 2) 

Draining 

� Use alkaline water (pH 8 - 9). A rust preventive may be used 
� If there is a fear of freezing, fill the tubes with water of pH 8 to 9, 

drain this water after keeping under this state for 5 to 6 days, 
then open the cover and put in a rust preventive into the water 
box 

� Circulate water throughout the entire 

cooling water system, then clean using 

water by continuous blowing. 

   (2 hours or more) (Channel B) 

� Check the cleaning condition 

� Check if brushing is necessary or not 

� Check pH and transparency, then confirm 

neutralization and transparency 

� Check pH to confirm neutralization 

(Channel A) or (Channel B) 
Cleaning using 

Chemicals 

Keeping tubes with 

Filling water 

Cleaning using 

Water 

Cleaning using 

brush 

Draining water 

Visual 

Checking 

Visual 

Checking 

Cleaning using 

Water 

(Channel A) or (Channel B) Repeat 3 to 5 times 

Neutralize � Circulate for 30 to 60 minutes, then neutralize 

   (pH 6~8) 

Perform 

measurement 
� Measure the amount of an alkaline agent required for 

neutralization 
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Cleaning of Slime 

Draining 

� Use alkaline water (pH 8 - 9). A rust 
preventive may be used. 
� If there is a fear of freezing, fill the tubes 

with water of pH 8 to 9, drain this water 
after keeping under this state for 5 to 6 
days, then open the cover and put in a 
preventive into the water box 

� Check the cleaning condition 

� Check if brushing is necessary or not 

� Check pH and transparency, to confirm transparency 

� Alkaline 

cleaning 

� Do not drain water 

into a purificatory 

cistern or activated 

sludge treatment 

system 

� Be sure to take the 

cleaning solution 

out of the air 

conditioner before 

neutralizating and 

draining the water 

� Do not introduce 

chemicals into the 

air conditioner 

(Channel A) 

Or 

(Channel B) 

(Channel A) 

Or 

(Channel B) 

Cleaning using 

a hydrogen 

peroxide based 

cleaning agent 

Keeping tubes with 

filling water 

Cleaning using 

Brush 

Draining water 

Visual 

checking 

Visual 

checking 

Cleaning using 

Water 

(Channel A) or (Channel B) Repeat 3 to 5 times 

Draining 

Cleaning using 

a hydrogen 

peroxide based 

cleaning agent 
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3)  Determining a Cleaning Agent (Dissolving Test) 
 

Collect the scale to be cleaned, then perform the dissolving test using an available cleaning agent, and 
determine the most suitable cleaning agent. 

Put the scale into the cleaning agent with the specified concentration, then observe the condition of 
bubbles and condition of dissolving the scale. 
The more bubbles are emitted and the more scale is dissolved, the more effective the cleaning agent is. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4)  Notice for Drain Waste Water 

� Sewerage 
: Drain water in accordance with a regulation of each area. 
  (The below standard is one of the example in Japan.) 
� Rivers/lakes/swamps/farm land/fish farm 
: Do not drain. 
� Waste water treatment facilities 

: The hydrogen peroxide based waste water cannot be drained into a purificatory cistern or activated 
sludge treatment system. 
 

Table 7-1.  Waste Water Standard of Public Sewerage 

Item Standard 

Temperature 
Hydrogen ion concentrator 

Less than 45℃ 
5 < pH < 9 

 
 

5)  Cleaning Method  
 

(1) In the case of cleaning together with cooling water 

 
 
 
 

 
 

(2) In the case  of cleaning for the machine only 
 
6) Preparation 

(1) Prepare water, cleaning agent. Neutralizing agent and rust preventive. 
(2) Confirm the area and circuit to be cleaned. 
(3) Prepare protection tools (Gloves, Goggles, Mask, Etc.) 
(4) Make the cleaning circuit around the pump as shown in Fig.  7-17. for reversing water flow. 

DANGER! 

The fluoride based cleaning agent requires qualific ation when handling it and is 

extremely hazardous to both humans and equipment.  Therefore, in this case, the 

professional should be required. 

DANGER! 

If the cooling water is on the roof, pay attention to the direction of wind to see that 

other buildings have not damages. 
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7)  Others 
(1) Check if it is harmless to spill water, acid, or alkaline agent at the floor.  If it is harm, prepare a 

sheet of Examine another cleaning method. 
(2) If cleaning takes two days of more, fill the tubes with clean water (city water) at the end of daily work. 
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7-10. Removing Refrigerant from Machine 
 
This instruction describes the procedure of removing refrigerant from machine for following works. 
� Adjusting charging quantity of refrigerant 
� After de-crystallization with charging pure water. 
 
1)  Instruments 

� Small pump for removing refrigerant 
Example of pump specifications 
- Flow rate :  20 liter/min. 
- Total head :  14 m 
� Vacuum rubber hose (1 ~ 2m) :  2 numbers 
� Wire (50cm)   :  3 numbers 
� Pliers 
� Adjustable wrench 
� Bucket with scale(30 liter) 

2)  Procedure 

(1) Perform air purging from shell. 

(2) Make the circuit for removing refrigerant 
as shown in Fig.  7-18. 

(3) Start small pump for removing 
refrigerant. 

(4) Slightly open the service valve 
furnished on refrigerant pipe by using 
adjustable wrench. 

(5) Fully open the service valve when 
refrigerant is discharged into the bucket. 

(6) Fully close the service valve when 
required quantity of the refrigerant is 
removed. 

(7) Stop the small pump for removing 
refrigerant. 

(8) Continue the air purging for 30 minutes     
after completion of this work. 

(9) Disassemble the circuit. 
(10) Confirm that cap of the service valve is 

closed completely. 
(11) Wash the tools with water. 

3)  Notice 

(1) Pour water into the small pump before starting up the small pump. 
(2) For adjusting of charging quantity of refrigerant, perform this work under condition of full load.  Also 

checking refrigerant level though evaporator sight glass (see punch marks on evaporator sight 
glass.), discharge refrigerant little by little. 

 

 
 

 

Fig.  7-18. Refrigerant Removing Device 
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7-11. Solution Pumps 
 

1)  Introduction 
(1) Please follow these instructions carefully when you operate the pump. 
(2) Do not operate a dry pump (do not switch on when there is no liquid in the pump.) 
(3) Completely remove foreign matter and rust from piping and accessories. 
(4) Check for any abnormalities in circulating channels at the time of inspection. 
(5) Do not run the pump with discharge valve closed for more than one minute. 
(6) Do not run the pump in reverse rotating direction. 
(7) Do not operate if there is any cavitation. 
(8) When a safety device is triggered, check the cause without delay and operate the pump only after 

the problem is corrected. 
(9) Bearings should be replaced in a fixed cycle. 
 
A canned motor pump has the following advantageous features; 
(1) Perfectly free from leakage and air tight 
(2) Silent operation with little vibration 
(3) Small space required for installation 
(4) Low running cost 
 
This manual has been prepared as an essential guide for the operation, best use, and proper care of the 
pump.  It is to be understood that proper operation, checking and maintenance are prerequisites to 
take best advantage of the above features, and also for keeping the pump in the best condition for a 
long time. 

 
2)  Construction 

This construction of the pump is shown in Fig. 7-19. and Fig. 7-20.  Since they are basically the same 
construction, only pump in Fig. 7-19 is explained here. 
 
The motor is of a radial air-gap induction type, and the inside of the stator and the outside of the rotor 
are welded and hermetically sealed with a thin sheet of non-magnetic metal. 
The pump is so designed that a certain quantity of liquid being handled enters into the motor chamber 
through Filter (No. 7.) mounted on circulatory hole on the Front Bearing Housing (No. 10.) and flows in 
the gap between Bearing (No. 11.) and Sleeve (No. 12.) and is led into the inlet of Casing (No. 1.) 
through balancing hole of  
Impeller (No. 6). And at the same time a certain quantity of liquid runs through space between stator 
Can(No. 16.) and Rotor Can(No. 27.), gap between Bearing(No. 11.) and Sleeve(No. 12.) in rear side, 
and is led into the inlet of Casing through circulatory hole inside the Shaft(No. 3.). 
This circulating liquid serves to lubricate Bearings 11 and cool motor. 
Rotor Assembly (No. 26.) is supported by two Bearings (No. 11.) on either side. Impeller (No. 6.) is 
mounted on the Shaft (No. 3.) which is with Rotor. 
Revolving parts of Rotor and Impeller are placed fully in the liquid being handled so that there is no 
movable part that passes through the liquid contact part and outer part. 
This, therefore, eliminates the necessity of a shaft seal, which is the source of many problems. 
Inducer (No. 2.) is mounted on the shaft end and this, together with Impeller (No. 6.), considerably 
improves total suction performance. 
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 Fig. 7-19. 
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3)  Operation 

Fig. 7-20. 
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(1)  Check Pump Rotation 
Connect the electric source (R, S, T) to the terminals (U, V, W) of the pump as follow; 

R-U, S-V, T-W 
Then the pump rotates in a normal direction. (Counter clockwise viewed from impeller side)        
To make sure, switch on the pump just for a second and check the direction. 
 

(2)  Preparation for operation and trial operation 
(a) Setting of overload relay 

As rated ampere at normal output of the canned motor is higher than the one of general motors, 
set at the rated ampere indicated on the name plate.  It is effective as a protecting device for 
canned motors to set the overload relay at as low amperage as possible.  Generally, it is 
recommended to set the relay at the current 1.1~1.25 times as high as the operating current. 
� Smaller fluctuation of voltage and load........ 1.1 times 
� Bigger fluctuation of voltage and load .......... 1.25 times 

 
(b) Trial operation 

Note the following points during operation. 
� Pressure gauges  any abnormal pressure fluctuation? 

 Is specified pressure indicated? 
� Ammeter   Is the amperage too high? 
� Abnormal noise  is metal rubbing noise or cavitation noise heard? 
If there is any abnormality, switch off the pump and check the cause as per instructions in  
the following chapter. 

 
4)  Maintenance and Inspection 

(1)  Dismantling 
Dismantling manner is basically the same among the pumps in Fig. 7-19. and Fig. 7-20., so the 
pump in Fig. 7-19. Is explained here. 
(a) Remove Nuts (No. 30.) and pull the motor backward.  At this time pay full attention not to hit 

Inducer (No. 2.) and Impeller (No. 6.) against Casing (No. 1.). 
(b) Extend the bent of Lock Washer (No. 4.) on the shaft end and remove Bolt (No. 35.), then 

Inducer (No. 2.) and Impeller (No. 6.) can be removed. 
(c) Remove Bolt (No. 32. No. 18.) And pull out Front Bearing Housing (No. 10.) and Rear Bearing 

Housing (No. 20) From either end of Stator. At this time, pay attention not to damage Bearing 
(No. 11.). 

(d) In taking out Rotor assembly(No. 26.) from Stator assembly(No. 15.), pull it carefully,  

slowly and horizontally along Stator Can, for otherwise shaft end might hit against Stator  

Can, possible causing cracking of damaging to both. Remove Rotor should be put on clean 

cloth so as not to damage Rotor Can. 

(e) Remove Key(No. 5.), Adjusting washer(No. 33.), Front Sleeve(No. 12.) and Thrust Collar(No. 
13.)  

(f) from Rotor assembly(No. 26.). Sleeve (No. 12.) and Thrust Collar (No. 13.) in rear side of Rotor  

(g) Can be removed after taking out of Snap Ring (No. 19.). 

Note. 1 Take care not to loose small parts, such as key, blots and washers. 

Note. 2 On solution pump, do not leave parts wet for a long time, otherwise corrosion might 
occur on sliding surface of sleeves and collars.  Wipe the parts with clean cloth or 
wash them with water.  Wetted part of shaft and impeller shall also be cleaned. 
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(2)  Reassembling 

Reassembling can be made in the reverse manner of dismantling, but please note the following 
points. 
(a) When bearing is replaced with new one, take care to put seat plate on the cut part of bearing 

and insert bearing to the housing with seat plate on which set screw presses to lock bearing.  
(Pump in Fig. 7-20. does not need seat plate and set screw) 

(b)  When sleeve and collar are replaced, set pin on the shaft without fail.  Thrust collar shall be    
set on the shaft as shown in Fig. 7-21. 

 
(c) Adjustment of axial gap of impeller (Pump in Fig. 7-20. does not need the adjustment )  Adjust 

the gap “g” shown in Fig. 7-22. with adjusting washer to 0.5 ~ 0.9mm.  Measurement of gap “g” 
shall be done as Shown below. 

 

 
(d) Bolts must be fastened with particular care to tighten up uniformly. 
(e) After assembling Lock Washer (No. 4.), never fail to bend so as to work as locking. 
(f) Clean gaskets and other accessories before fixing. 

 
(3)  Periodical Inspection 

It is advised that the pump be overhauled once a year. 
 

(4)  Maintenance and Inspection 
As to how often or what extent the maintenance or inspection should be done, it is not always  
the same according to the operating conditions, etc. 
Check points in general are as per following list. 

 
� BEARING WEAR LIMIT  
In case TRG indication is in the range of caution of danger or abnormal vibration and noise can  
be noticed, overhaul the pump and check the bearings. 
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Replacement of bearing shall be done in the followings; 
D - d ≥ limit value      L ≤ limit value 
 
NOTE: In case of bearing replacement, sleeve and thrust collar shall also be checked.  Generally  

the life of sleeve and collar is longer than that of bearing, but sometimes surface of these 
parts is damaged by foreign matter contained in the pumped liquid.  It is advised that sleeve 
and collar are to be replaced with new ones when these parts have scratched traces on the 
surface and the traces catch finger nails 
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Table 7-5 Inspection Points 

 Daily Inspection Monthly Inspection Periodic Inspe ction 

Objects 

Inspect mainly if there is 

any abnormal operating 

condition 

Inspection, cleaning & 

maintenance which can 

be done without 

disassembling 

To repair defects which 

are found upon 

disassembling or before 

Pressure Gauge 
Is specific pressure 

indicated ? 
  

Flow Meter 
Is specific flow 

indicated ? 
  

Ammeter 

Is there any over 

amperage or fluctuation 

of current ? 

  

Liquid Leakage Is there any leakage ?   

Abnormal Noise or 

Vibration 
Is there any ?   

Stator Assembly  

Measure insulation 

resistance Not less than 

5 MΩ  

Measure insulation 

resistance before & after 

disassembly 

Casing   

Is there any foreign 

material inside ? 

Is the mouth ring worn ? 

Impeller   

Is there any wear 

damage in the mouth 

ring ? 

Is there any foreign 

material inside ? 

Circulation 

Channels 
  Are there blocked ? 

Bearings   

Are there any cracks, 

scratches, wears or 

abrasions ? 

Shaft Sleeve   Same as above 

Thrust Collar   Same as above 

Rotor Can   
Are there any contact 

marks or scratches ? 

Stator Can   Same as above 

Gaskets   Any cracks or breaks ? 

TRG  
Measure voltage at TRG 

terminals 

Measure voltage of TRG. 

If necessary, replace 

bearing. 
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Table 7-6 Troubles Causes and Countermeasures (1/2) 

 

Troubles Causes Countermeasures 

No Pumping 

Pump has not started due to; 

 

Valves is not open 

 

Pump is not connected to electric source 

 

Motor coil is cut 

 

Change to three phase to single phase 

source 

 

Open valve 

 

Check if wire connections are poorly or 

Incorrectly 

 

Measure resistance between coils, and if it is 

cut, send back motor to us for repair work 

Total head 

lacking upon 

initial operation 

of new pump 

Rotating direction is improper Correct rotation 

Circuit resistance or actual head is different 

from plan 

 

Viscosity or specific gravity is too high 

 

Circulation line inside pump is clogged with 

foreign particles 

 

Voltage drops 

 

Cavitations has occurred 

 

Liquid has solidified 

Correct as planned or replace pump 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove them 

 

 

Correct so as to have specified voltage 

 

Correct suction pipe 

Get suction liquid level higher 

 

Remove the solidification 

Flow rate drops 

while in 

operation 

Check all in above section 

Mouth rings of casing and impeller are 

worn 

Impeller is abraded or damaged 

 

Unexpected rise of viscosity due to liquid 

 temperature’s decline 

 

Piping loss is increased 

 

Replace it 

 

Replace it 

 

Raise temperature as specified or replace 

pump 

 

Clean piping 
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Table 7-6 Troubles Causes and Countermeasures (2/2) 

Troubles Causes Countermeasures 

Motor stops 

automatically 

Baring have seized due to dry operation 

 

Over-load 

 

 

 

Over-heat 

 

 

 

Wrong setting of safety device 

Replace bearings 

 

Check if liquid specification or amount is as per 

planned, and if not, correct as specified  

or replace pump 

 

Check if air bleeding is completed, if circulation 

line is clogged or if the amount of cooling water 

is as specified 

 

Reset after inspection 

Abnormal 

abrasion of 

bearings 

Line end 

Dry operation 

 

Lubricant is insufficient 

 

Slurry is mixed in 

 

Sleeve sliding surface is damaged or 

rough 

 

Crystallization of liquid 

Keep the liquid level high enough 

 

Clean circulation passageway 

 

Remove the slurry 

 

Remove the sleeve 

 

 

Remove the crystallization 

Abnormal 

vibration and 

noise 

Circulation line 

Cavitations has occurred 

 

 

Circulation liquid is insufficient 

 

Foreign particle comes into casing 

 

Bearings are worn 

 

Poor mountings of pump 

 

Crystallization of liquid 

Correct so as not to cause cavitations 

 

 

Clean the passageway 

 

Remove the foreign particle 

 

Replace the bearings 

 

Mount the pump securely 

 

Remove the crystallization 
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7-12. Vacuum Pump 
 

1)  Motor Connection 
Connect the motor to the power supply so that the pump rotates in the rightward direction viewed from  
The pulley Side. 

 

2)  Operation 

 
(1)  Check before running 
 

(a) Check the tension of V-belt. 
Adjust the tension of V-belt to such extent that the belt can be twisted about 90 degrees when 
its middle part is picked up between your fingers and twiddled, of the belt is bent about its 
thickness when pressed with your fingers.  The tension control is made by means of the slide 
base of motor. 

(b) Open the gas ballast valve. 
(c) Check an oil gauge to confirm that oil is in the pump. 

Before the starting, it sometimes happens that the oil is in the cylinder, and the oil level is below 
the center of oil gauge. 
Adjust the oil quantity so that the oil level comes nearly to the center of oil gauge during the 
operation of the pump.  Where the oil quantity is small, remove the cap of the exhaust port and 
feed oil from here, while in the case of large oil quantity, draw out the oil from the drain. 

(d) Use the designated pump oil or the rotary pump oil. 
 

(2)  Starting 
Close the motor switch to start the pump.  When the pump indicates heavy rotation, close the 
switch intermittently. 
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Fig. 7-25. Detail of Vacuum pump construction and Vacuuming operation 
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(3)   Stopping 

Cut off the motor switch 
 

(4)  Steps to be taken during the power failure 
Promptly take the following steps when the pump is suddenly suspended from operation because 
of power failure or the like. 
(a) Close the suction side valve of the vacuum system. 
(b) Cut off the motor switch 

 
3)  Maintenance 
 

(1) Check the tension of V-belt from time to time, and make adjustment if the belt is prolonged.  
Ordinary rubber V-belt is damaged by moisture almost in no case, but is affected by oil or gasoline.  
It is necessary to carefully wipe off dust and dirt from the belt, from time to time. 

 
(2) Pay attention to the quantity and discoloring of oil.  Pressure is sometimes low even when the oil is 

stained.  In general, however, the pressure goes up (become worse) in proportion to the degree of 
stain, and it becomes necessary to replace the oil in an extreme case.  When exhausting a certain 
degree of condensing gas, it is possible to purify the oil by using ballast. 

 
4)  Diagnosis of Fault 

Take the following steps when the equipment has gone wrong. 

 

Condition Check Point Steps to be Taken 

The motor alone rotates, 
but the pump does not run 

In the tension of the belt adequate ? Strain the belt 

Isn’t a seizure caused by a foreign 
abject contained in the pump 

Disassemble the machine and make 
repair 

Noise is heard 

Isn’t the pump oil insufficient ? Supply the pump oil 

Isn’t the exhaust valve in fault ? Replace the exhaust valve part 

Isn’t the blade spring in trouble ? Replace the blade spring 

Isn’t a seizure caused by a foreign 
object contained in the pump ? 

Disassemble the machine and make 
repair 

Pump temperature is 
abnormally high 

Is the tension of belt proper ? Strain the belt 

Isn’t the pump oil insufficient ? Supply the pump oil 

Isn’t a seizure caused by a foreign 
in the pump ? 

Disassemble the machine and make 
repair 

Low Degree of Vacuum 

Isn’t there any leakage in the 
equipment ? 

Close the suction side vacuum valve, 
check the degree of vacuum of the 
pump alone, and stop the leakage. 

Isn’t the pump oil stained ? Replace the pump oil. 

Isn’t the exhaust valve in fault ? Replace the exhaust valve part. 

 

Table 7-7. Diagnosis of Fault 
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8. Gas Burner (for Direct-Fired Machine only) 
 

This instruction describes the construction and the methods for checking, adjusting, setting and  
testing of Gas Burner. 
 

DANGER! 
Regarding operation of burner, take care following items for safety operation, energy 
saving and keeping long life. 

(1) Monitor any gas leakage on a burner and gas pip ing continually. 
(2) Even if small abnormal condition happens on com bustion system, immediately stop 

gas supply and electric supply.  And check and repa ir do not restore the gas supply 
and electric supply unless the cause of abnormal co ndition has been removed. 

(3) When air purging is performed from gas piping, do not use fire surrounding this area. 
(4) Do not store flammable material in a machine ro om. 
(5) Perform sufficient ventilation in a machine roo m. 
(6) Study the all gas system. 
(7) Keep a machine room clean and good environmenta l condition. 
(8) Do not careless operation and inspection on the  burner. 
(9) Replace flame detector once per 10,000-hours op eration. 
 
If you are not familiar with the burner, please do not apply any modification on the setting  

initially made by the manufacturers at his factory. 

But if you need the changes on the burner, please r ead this instruction carefully or  
Contact the manufacturer. 
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8-1- 1 Construction 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig.  8-1. Typical Construction of Gas Burner 

Fig.  8-2. Cross-sectional View of Combustion Head of Gas Burner 
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Removing the combustion head  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replace flame detector once per 10,000-hours operat ion. 
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8-1-2. Fuel Piping for gas type  
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8-1-3. Sequence at the Test Operation 
At the test operation, perform checking, measuring and adjusting for burner in accordance with  
following sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check auxiliary equipment of gas line. 

Perform function test of electric circuit, and check time schedule of combustion. 

Perform visual inspection of burner and gas train. 

Perform leak test for gas train. 
(Refer to “1) Method of Leak Test for Gas Train” in page 144.) 

Perform air purging in gas train. 
(Refer to “2) Air Purge Method of Gas Train” in page 146) 

Set low gas pressure switch and air pressure switch. 
(Refer to “3) Setting Method of Low Gas Pressure Switch” in page 146.) 
(Refer to “4) Setting Method of Air Flow Switch” in page 146.) 

Confirm that whether actual opening rate of the air damper fits the indicated opening 
rate on the opening rate indicator or not.  

(There is the cut on the end of the damper shaft.) 

Measure the flame current of ignition spark. 
(Refer to "5) Method of Measurement for Flame Current" in page 147.) 

 

Perform flame failure test. 
(Refer to "6) Method of Flame Failure Test". in page 147.) 

Open main cock. 
(Refer to "7) Adjusting Method of Ignition Flame" in page 148.) 

Perform flame failure test. 
(Refer to "6) Method of Flame Failure Test" in page147.) 
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Perform Ignition test of main burner. 
(1) Open main gas cock, and close main cock. 
(2) Fix gas control valve with fully close. 
(3) Fix air damper with fully close. 
(4) Operate the machine. 
(5) Gradually open main cock when gas shut off valves open. 
(6) If following abnormal conditions happen, close main cock suddenly and stop the machine. 

After removing the cause, perform the test again. 
� Vibration combustion happens. 
� Combustion noise is too big. 
� Flame lifting happens. 
� Flame is too little. 
� Flame leans abnormally. 

Adjust main burner. 

(Refer to "8) Adjusting Method of Main Burner" in page 149.) 

Set low gas pressure switch and air pressure switch. 

(Refer to "3) Setting Method of Low Gas Pressure Switch" in page146.) 

Confirm the setting of low limit switch and high limit switch 

(Refer to "9) Confirmation for Setting Value of Limit Switch" in page 151.) 

Confirm and record combustion condition during operation. 
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8-1-4. Sequence at the Periodic Inspection  

 

At the periodic inspection, perform checking, measuring and adjusting for burner in accordance with  

following sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check auxiliary equipment of gas line. 

Perform function test of electric circuit, and check time schedule of combustion. 

Perform visual inspection of burner and gas train. 

Perform leak test for gas train. 

(Refer to “1) Method of Leak Test for Gas Train” in page145. ) 

Measure the flame current of ignition spark. 

(Refer to “5) Method of Measurement for Flame Current”  in page 148.) 

Perform flame failure test. 

(Refer to “6) Method of Flame Failure Test” in page 148.) 

Confirm mixing ratio of gas and air. 

Confirm the setting of low limit switch and high limit switch 

(Refer to "9) Confirmation for Setting Value of Limit Switch" in page 152..) 

Confirm setting of low gas pressure switch and air pressure switch. 

Confirm and record combustion condition during operation. 
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8-1-5. Instruction for Each Works  

 

1)  Method of Leak Test for Gas Train 
This section describes the procedures for following portions. 

� Leakage of each connections of gas train between main cock and main gas cock. 
 

(1) Leakage of each connections of gas train  

 

a) Equipment use 

� Cock with hose-end(PT 1/4B) : 3 pieces 

� Gas tubing (2-3m)          : 7 pieces 

� Manometer   : 1 piece 

� Air pump up tool          : 1 piece 

� Hexagon wrench          : 1 piece 

� Adjustable wrench          : 1 piece 

� Soapsuds 

� Sealant for gas pipe screw 

� Distributor (Make a distributor) : 1 piece  

 

b) Procedure 
(a) Confirm that the main cock and main gas cock are fully closed. 
(b) Remove the hexagon nut furnished on the main gas shut off valve. (See to Fig. 8-4.) 
(c) Make the piping for this testing as shown in Fig. 8-5. 
(d) Reading the manometer, pump up into the gas train until the pressure in the gas train  

Reaches to 1.5 times of supplied gas pressure. 
(e) Check that whether there are some leakage or not by soapsuds. 
(f) If there are some leakages, repair them by tightening up or replacing packing. 
(g) After completion of this testing, remove the cocks with hose-end, and furnish the  

Plugs and the hexagon nut with the sealant. 

 
 

Fig.8-4. Leak Test Port 

Fig.  8-5  Method of Leak Test for Gas Train 
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(2) Leakage through main gas shut off valves and pilot solenoid valves. 
 

a) Equipment use 
� Cock with hose-end (PT 1/4B) : 2 pieces 
� Gas tubing (2-3m)          : 3 pieces 
� Manometer   : 1 piece 
� Air pump up tool          : 1 piece 
� Hexagon wrench          : 1 piece 
� Adjustable wrench          : 1 piece 
� Soapsuds           : 1 piece 
� Sealant for gas pipe screw         : 1 piece 
� Bucket and measuring cylinder : 1 piece 
� Distributor (Make a distributor) : 1 piece 
 

b) Standard 
Less than 210cm3 per 1(one) hour at 1.1 times of supplied gas pressure. 
(Gas consumption: 300,000kcal/h above) 

 
c) Procedure for No. 2. main gas shut off valve 

(a) Confirm that the main cock and main gas cock are fully closed. 

Remove the hexagon nut furnished on 

 the No. 2. main gas shut off valve. 

(see Fig. 8-4.) 

(b) Furnish a cock with hose-end to the 

 above position with the sealant. 

(c) Make the piping for this testing as  

shown in Fig. 8-6. 

(d) Reading the manometer, pump up into  

the gas train until the pressure in the  

gas train reaches to 1.1 times of  

supplied gas pressure. 

(e) Measure amount of leakage. 

(f) If amount of leakage is more than standard value, replace the valve. 

 
d) Procedure for No. 1. gas shut off valve 

(a) Remove the hexagon nut furnished on the No. 1. Main gas shut-off valve. 
(b) Furnish a cock with hose-end to-the above 

position with the sealant. 
(c) Make the piping for this testing as shown in 

Fig. 8-7 
(d) Reading the manometer, pump up into the 

gas train until the pressure in the gas train 
reaches to 1.1 times of supplied gas 
pressure. 

(e) Measure amount of leakage. 

(f) If amount of leakage is more than standard 

value, replace the valve. 

Fig.  8-6. Leak Test 1. on Valve 

Fig.  8-7. Leak Test 2. On Valve 
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2) Air Purge Method of Gas Train 
This section describes the procedure for air purging of the lower reaches of the main cock. 

� Confirm that the gas pipe until the main cock is complete purged by a gas company 
� In the case of collective stack system, confirm that other combustion equipment are stopped. 

 
(1) Procedure 

(a) Remove the secondary electric wire of the ignition transformer. 
(b) Confirming the main gas shut off valves to close, and fully open the main cock, gas control 

valve and main gas cock. 
(c) Start the machine. 
(d) After pre-purge, discharge signal occurs from spark rod. 
(e) After about 2 seconds, the main gas shut off valves open. 
(f) After 2 ~ 3 times of opening the main gas shut off valves, switch off the dummy signal  

Switch and fully close the main cock immediately.  
(Be sure not to open the main gas shut off valves over 3 seconds.) 

(g) The machine occurs safety stop of combustion alarm. 
(h) Fully close the main gas cock. 
(i) To perform post-purge adequately, switching off the main circuit breaker after stopping the 

blower, then switch on the main circuit breaker and start the machine again. After about 90 
seconds, stop the machine. Repeat this work 2 ~ 3 times. 

 
(2) Precaution 

During air purging, non-combustion gas flows into the stack. Therefore, be sure not to operate other 
combustion equipment during this work. 
 

3) Setting Method of Low Gas Pressure Switch 
This section describes the procedure for setting of low gas pressure switch. 
 

(1) Setting value 
(a) Minimum   :  Factory set value 140mmH2O 

   Adjustment of set value lowest pressure during operation x 0.7 
(b) Maximum  :  Factory set value  600mmH2O 

  Adjustment of set value Highest pressure during operation x 0.7 
 

(2) Procedure 
(a) Measure the supplied gas pressure 

� Low pressure : Measure inlet pressure of main gas shut-off valve 
� Middle pressure : Measure outlet pressure of governor 

 
4) Setting Method of Air Flow Switch 

This section describes the procedure for air flow switch. 
 

(1) Setting value 
(a) At first step of setting : 20mmH2O 
(b) At final setting  : Pressure during air damper full close x 0.7 
 

(2) Procedure 
(a) Connect a manometer or pressure gauge to cock with hose-end furnished on the wind box. 
(b) Measuring pressure in the wind box. 
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5)  Method of Measurement for Flame Current 
This section describes the procedure for measuring flame current. 
 

(1) Instruments 
(a) DC micro ammeter (range : 0 ~ 25A) 
(b) Plug with electric wire and plug for DC micro ammeter 

(2) Procedure 
(a) Connect the electric wire as shown in Fig. 8-8. 
 

 
 

 
(3) Standard of flame current 

(a) At spark of spark rod : 0 µ A 
(b) At normal combustion 

� Flame rod  : 6 ~ 7 µ A min. 
� UV cell  : 60 ~ 70 µ A min. 

6) Method of Flame Failure Test 
This section describes the procedures for flame failure tests as follows. 
� At the running of ignition sparks only. 
� At the ignition of main burner. 
� At the running of main burner. 

 
(1) Procedure for "At the running of ignition spark only". 

(a) Confirm that the main cock, main gas cock are closed. 
(b) Start the machine. 
(c) Confirm that there is no flame during ignition spark. 

(d) At that time, measure the flame current and confirm that the flame current is less than 6 ~ 7 µ A. 
 
 
 

(2) Procedure for "At the ignition of main burner" 
(a) Confirm that the main cock is opened and the main gas cock is closed. 
(b) Start the machine. 
(c) There is no flame because main gas cock valve is closed 
(d) Lock out after main gas shut-off valve open 

 

Fig.  8-8. Measurement for Flame Current 
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(3) Procedure for "At the running of main burner". 
(Perform the test after completion of adjusting the main burner). 
(a) Confirm that the main cock, and main gas cock are opened. 
(b) Start the machine. 
(c) Confirm that the main burner ignites. 
(d) Close the main cock. 
(e) Confirm that main gas shut off valves close within one second of flame response time. 
(f) Confirm that combustion trouble occurs within one second of lockout timing. 

 
7)  Adjusting Method of Ignition Flame 

Please, perform following operations before starting. 
 
The angle "α '" indicates the position of gas throttle valve to obtain "initial start up flame". 
(see Fig. 8-9.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Set solenoid valve Fig. 8-10. to the max. position, then lower gas delivery by tightening the regulating  

Screw with a screwdriver until valve pin opening as 70% of the max. one. 

� Set gas pressure switch to "Minimum Position". 

� Start flame depends on the position of the valve throttle which is to be moved a few degrees with 

 Respect to the horizontal axis (as shown by the Fig. 8-9.) 

High or low start flame is obtained by increasing or diminishing displacement with respect to the 

 horizontal line. Since time available to carry out start flame setting is quite reduced, it is advisable to  

disconnect terminal and connect it again after operation. If do not obtained ignition flame,  

you must adjust the Initial lift of the valve. (Fast opening adjustment) For fast opening  

adjustment, remove the cap T and insert it in the pin VR with its groove up. To reduce-firing  

output screw it up, to increase, unscrew it. (see Fig  8-10.) 

 

Note:  The screw VBS is to be removed to replace coil only. 
 
 
 

Fig.  8-10. DMVDLE Fig.  8-9. Butterfly Valve 
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8)  Adjusting Method of Main Burner 
This section describes the procedures for adjusting of main burner. 
 
(1) Instruments 

� Adjustable wrench 
� screw driver 
� Oxygen content meter 
� Carbon dioxide analyzer 
� Carbon monoxide analyzer 
� DC micro ammeter 
� Pen for mark 

(2) Procedure 
(a) Confirm that the main cock is opened. 
(b) Check the gas supply pressure is correct. 
(c) Check the flame protection electronic unit has not gone to lockout. 

Reset, if necessary. 
(d) Check the sets of temperature or pressure regulating controls are closed. (Check interlock) 
(e) Blower motor starts and pre-purging begins. 

Since pre-purging is to be carried out with the maximum air delivery, theburner control circuit 
turns the air damper to the max. delivery position, viathe air servo-control, in 30 seconds time 
approx. 
When the servo-control is fully open, a signal to the electronic control unit starts the 30 seconds  
pre-purge cycle.  At the end of the pre-purge time, the air servo-control is nearly completely  
closed, so that burner ignition is ensured at min. output. 
Simultaneously, the ignition transformer receives voltage end, after 4 seconds(pre-ignition),  
actuates the gas valves. Fuel flows to the combustion head and ignites, being regulated by the  
gas firing rate throttle. 
2 seconds after gas valves have opened, the ignition transformer is excluded from the circuit. 

(f) Now the burner is operating at minimum firing rate (about 10 ~ 15% of the max. firing rate).   
Afterwards, the air servo-control runs to the low flame position and, In case the temperature 
control should be set at the max. output, to the fully, open position of air damper and gas throttle. 

(g) On completion of its program, irrespective of heat required, the sequence switch resets the 
control contacts to their start position for next cycle, which will be performed at the end of the 
burner idle time caused by limit or response switches. 

(h) Fine adjust the gas butterfly valve, and gas flow rate is set at about 25% of the maximum gas 
flow rate. 
 (The gas flow rate is measured by a gas flow mater.) After adjusting the gas flow rate, fix the  
low fire adjustment screw with the nut. 

(i) Determine the air damper opening degree by analyzing the exhaust gas, and mark this degree  
on the indicator. The standard O2 quantity is 4-8%. 

(j) 'Initial start up flame" adjustment is attained by loosening the screw “VB” and hand-moving the  
damper “S” to the desired set-point. 
NOTE  :  After adjustment, make sure the bolt “RA” and the lock-screw “VB” are tight. 

(k) To adjust air delivery for "high flame", loosen the socket headed bolt “RA” and move the tie  
rod “T” along the guide “CT” as desired.  This will cause the damper “S” to shift and desired air  
delivery will be obtained. 
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(l) Determine the air damper opening degree by analyzing the exhaust gas, and make this degree 
on the indicator.  The standard O2 quantity is 3-6%. 

(m)By the manner same as item (j) and (k), determine the air damper opening degrees comparing  
with gas flow rates which are about 50% and 75% of maximum flow rate.  And mark these 
positions on the gas control valve opening degree Indicator and the air damper opening degree 
indicator. 

(n) The regulation of gas supply to the throttle “G” is carried loosening the bolts V in the sector 
regulator “S” by spanner. 
The movement the throttle “G” is controlled by the pivot “P“ according to the shape taken by the  
blade positions. 
NOTE : Any setting is to be carried out when burner is stop.  For air delivery adjustment 

through the cam “C”, please Flame Adjustment., 
(o) Completing the above works, stop the machine and close the main cock. 
(p) Assemble each links and joints so that the low fire position of the gas. 

Control valve corresponds to low fire position of the air damper. 
Manipulate the link to confirm that the gas control valve and air damper 
Reach at high fire positions. 

(q) In case that the movement of the air damper is too small move the joint 
Of the position "RA" shown in Fig. 8-11. toward the shaft of air damper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8-11. Adjustment of Air Flow 

Fig. 7-38. Adjustment of Air-Fuel Ratio Fig. 8-12. Adjustment of Air-Fuel Ratio 
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9)    Confirmation for Setting Value of Limit Switch 
This section describes the manner for confirmation that whether the following limit switches are set 
correctly or not. 
� High limit switch  (ⅠCam : OPEN) 
� Ignition position close (Ⅱ Cam : CLOSE) 
� Low limit switch  (Ⅲ Cam : 33L) 
� Adjustment of limit switch angle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) High limit switch and low limit switch 
Confirm that the tip of the switch lever is got on the angle of the cam as shown in Fig. 8-14.        
in order to function surely at where the gas control valve positions to full open and full close. 

  
(2) Main gas valve limit switch 

This limit switch is accommodated in a No. 1. main gas shut off valve. 
Confirm that the limit switch is functioned by the opening degree of valve disk plate furnished on  
the shaft of the No. 1. main gas shut off valve pushes down the switch lever when this shut off 
 Valve close. 

  (It is desirable that the limit switch is functioned immediately when the shut off valve opens.) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 8-14. Adjustment of Limit Switch Fig. 8-13. Damper Motor (limit Switch) 
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10)   Adjusting Method at Happening Vibration Combustion 
This section describes the manner for adjusting at happening vibration combustion. 

 
(1) Causes of vibration combustion 

Causes of vibration combustion are as follows; 
� Non-matching between burner and combustion chamber. 
� Form of stack 
� Kind of gas 
� Fluctuations of supplied gas pressure 
� Miss-adjusting of air ratio 

 
(2) Probable causes from burner 

� Vibration by fire lifting (Manner for judgment) 
� Color of fire becomes muddy. 
� Low noise occurs violently near a stack. 
� Pulsation noise can be beard by leakage air from wind box by means of removing a screw of the 

wind box. 
� The vibration becomes large with a combustion degree. 

 
(3) Probable causes from auxiliary equipment 

� In the case of collective stack system, there is a possible that the vibration combustion occurs 
under condition of operation of two or more machines. 

� In case that movement of a draft regulator is not smooth, there is a possible that the vibration 
combustion occurs. 

� Low voice noise occurs violently near a stack. 
� Pulsation noise can be heard by leakage air from wind box by means of removing a screw. of the 

wind box. 
� The vibration becomes large with a combustion degree. 

 
11)  Inspection of Auxiliary Equipment of Gas Line and Exhaust Gas Line 

This section describes inspection points of auxiliary equipment of gas line and exhaust gas line. 
 

(1) Ventilation for a machine room 
� Confirm that ventilation for a machine room is performed sufficiently. 
� Required air rate for combustion  : About 1.2m3/h per fuel consumption of 1,000kca/h 

(Combustion capacity of the burner is described on the specification plate of the burner.) 
 

(2) Combustibles 
Confirm that there are not any combustibles as a oil, a alcohol in a machine room. If there are 
some combustibles in a machine room, be sure to charge the combustibles in a safety position 
correctly. 

 
(3) Flue and stack 

(a) Confirm that there is not clogged portion in a flue and a stack. 
(b) In case that there is a damper in a flue, confirm the followings. 
� Actual opening degree and indication on a indicator of a damper are met. 
� Movement of a damper is smooth. 
� Fixing of a damper firm. 
� Opening degree of a damper is proper. 
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(c) On collective stack system, except for which a case that adjustment of buck pressure by a 
damper is required on order or prevent a back current of exhaust gas or prevent a fluctuation of 
back pressure (as this case, pre-purge is required sufficiently.), fix a damper to fully open. 

(d) Confirm the following items during combustion after combustion of adjustment for a burner 
� There are not any leakage of exhaust gas. 
� There are not any condensations. 
� There are not any portions where are heated excessively. 
� Fluctuation of back pressure is within 0 to -5mmH2O. 
� In the case of metal flue, there is not any vibration. 
� Exhaust noise is not abnormal large. 

 
(4)  Gas supply system 

(a) Confirm that air purging in a gas line is performed completely before ignition. 
(b) Confirm that the gas supplied pressure is same to the specified pressure. 
(c) Confirm that adjustment of a gas flow meter, a strainer, a gas regulator and etc. are completed 

in a gas supply system. 
(d) Confirm that there are not any gas leakage in a gas line and gas supplied equipment 

 
12)  Inspection Instruction for Main Gas Shut Off Valve 

This section describes the inspection for main gas shut off valve. 
 
(1)  Replacement of hydraulics and solenoid. Type series MVDLE. 
 

� Replacing hydraulic brake unit or adjustment plate 
(a) Switch off firing system 
(b) Remove locking varnish from countersunk screw A 
(c) Unscrew countersunk screw A 
(d) Unscrew socket head screw A 
(e) Raise adjustment plate on hydraulic brake D 
(f) Exchange adjustment plate on hydraulic brake D 
(g) Screw in countersunk and socket head screw. 

Only tighten socket head screw so that hydraulic 
brake can just be turned 

(h) Cost countersunk screw A with locking varnish 
(i) Leakage test : Pressure tap at sealing plug 2.   

Pmax. = 500mbar 
(j) Perform functional test 
(k) Switch on firing system 

 
� Main flow setting only possible at V1 

Setting main volume open valve 
Set valve V1 during operation 
Check setting values continuously 
Smallest setting volume 
(a) Rotation corresponds to approx. 0.5mm 

stroke. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8-15.   Adjustment of  

Main Flow Rate 

Fig. 8-16.   Hydraulic Break Unit 
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� DMV-DLE 
Rapid stroke adjustment V start 
Factory setting DMV-DLE : Rapid stroke not adjusted 
(a) Unscrew the adjustment cap E from the hydraulic brake 
(b) Turn the adjustment cap and use as a tool 
(c) Turn a clockwise = increase rapid stroke (+) 

 

(2) Remedy at trouble 

 

(a) Valve does not open 

Probable Cause Check Method Remedy 

There is a fault in a control 
circuit 

Measure voltage in a terminal 
box of solenoid 
� Allowable voltage range 
   : AC 220V + 10% / -15% 

In case that voltage is not within 
allowable range, check control circuit 

Do not open Measure resistance in a 
terminal box of a solenoid. 
� Allowable resistance range 
:  not ∞  

Replace solenoid 

 

(b) Valve does not open 

Probable Cause Check Method Remedy 

There is a fault in a control 
circuit 

Measure voltage in a terminal 
box of actuator 

In case that voltage is energized, check 
control circuit. 

 

(c) Gas leaks 

Probable Cause Check Method Remedy 

Seal condition of connections 
are not sufficient 

Check that there are some 
leakage at connections or not 

Repair them or replace the packing 

Valve sheet and / or valve plug 
have damage 

Inspection can not be done Replace a valve 

O ring at moving portion of 
shaft had damage 

Check that there are some 
leakage at connections or not 

Replace a valve 

 

(d) Gas does not flow sufficiently 

Probable Cause Check Method Remedy 

Flow rate decrease at start-up Flow rate increase when main 
shut-off valve and main flow 
controller open 

Main shut-off valve main flow controller 
open 

Flow rate decrease during long 
term operation 

Foreign materials at strainer Clean up 
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